AT&T Digital PCS customers don't have to
shop around to get a better deal.

AT&T has always had the largest digital wireless network
. in North America. Then we gave you nine Western
states with no roaming charges. And in 1998, you•ll be
getting more benefits. Automatically.
Here's the news from AT&T Digital PCS-more included minutes
on every calling plan , free local calling on nine holidays, one flat
rate all day long and wireless long distance for just I 5¢ a minute.
The best part is, this isn't an offer. It's not a promotion. It's simply
wireless service that works harder for you . Automatically. Of
course , if you don't have AT&T Digital PCS yet, you can still get all

I BOO-IMAGINE®

It's all within your reach .

of these benefits. Just visit any AT&T Store.

AT&T

©1998 AT&T. Available on digital PCS calling plans; may require 12-month service comm itment with fee for early termination. Nine Western states home se r vice area includes AK , HI, WA, OR,
CA. NV, ID, UT, and CO. In Las Vegas , airtime is billed in half-minute increments and rounded up to the next half-minute. In Reno, airtime is billed in one-m inute incr ements and r ounded up

to the next full min ute. IS¢ long distance rate requires selection of AT&T Long Distance service. Other terms, conditions, and exclusions apply.

Does your business have
an address you're proud of?
Tenants of The Howard Hughes Corporation do.
It's a simple truth. Your clients are impressed by
the offices you keep. The buildings that house
them . And the grounds that
surround them. That's why The
Howard Hughes Corporation
builds master-planned business
parks throughout Las Vegas.
To provide business like yours with space they
can be proud of.

All are home to impressive structures with
unique designs. All are enhanced by lush landscaping and some have extra amenities like corporate concierges and restaurants. And wherever
you look, you'll find one. From Summerlin to
McCarran International Airpon to the hean of
the city.

o other developer in Southern Nevada

boasts a wider variety of commercial, industrial
or suburban office sites in more prime locations.

If your business is looking for space, look

to

The Howard Hughes Corporation. We'll give
your business a home to be proud of.

For information call,
1-800-700-7128

The Howard Hughes Corporation
An Affiliate of THE ROUSE CQV!PAl'\'Y
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What's up with

McCarran?
LYLE E. BRENNAN Publisher

ell it's certainly not passenger numbers. The slow-down in passengers at
McCarran International Airport is the topic of the day and has made a number of people nervous . . . particularly those in the gaming industry.
With bumper to bumper traffic on Interstate 15 coming in from Los Angeles, and
now bad news from McCarran, its no wonder those in the tourism industry are sweating. But the multi-million dollar question - "What happens if they can ' t get here
from there?" - should make us all nervous.
Those in the know at McCarran claim their fees to airlines are competitive and that
the real problem is that Las Vegas is a "low-yield" market. Like any smart business,
airlines like to service customers that
pay more. Unlike the business traveler, who typically pays top dollar to fly,
the majority of Las Vegas tourists have
the luxury to plan ahead and get discounted rates.
We all understand the problem and
the possible ramifications of adding
thousands of new rooms, losing thousands of seats on planes, and a gridlock on our primary artery coming into
Las Vegas. The tough part is finding a
solution.
With a new airline scheduled to
begin

servicing

McCarran

and

Amtrack's commitment to invest in a
Los Angeles/Las Vegas route, the
problem should be alleviated.
But the situation at McCarran is arerninder just how dependent we are on

When passenger volume at McCarran

gaming, and how necessary economic

International Ai1port decreased, Wall Street

diversification is to all of Nevada.

became jittery about gaming stocks.

COMMENTS? e-mail: publisher@nevadabusiness.com
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WE MAKE AGWI RAM...
AND EVEN BEIRR LEMONADE.

From the Editor

1998 Las Vegas
Perspective
underway
The University
of Nevada, Las
Vegas Center for
Business & Economic Research
recently completed the survey
for the 1998 Las
Vegas Perspective. As always, I
am astounded by
what the numbers show in regards to the
growth and economy of Southern Nevada.
As the producer of that publication for
the last four years, I've had the opportunity to report the good news as it relates to
the area's economy. And, it has occurred
to me that my job wouldn ' t be nearly as
fun if I was the bearer of bad news. Well,
for 1998 at least, I won't have to worry
about reporting bad news for Southern
Nevada's economy.
If you're not familiar with the Las Vegas
Perspective, it is a comprehensive profile
of Southern Nevada and includes chapters
on demographics, lifestyle, business & industry, real estate, retail and tourism. The
booklet has been published since 1981 ,
and is sponsored by Nevada Development
Authority. Nevada Power. the Las Vegas
Review-Journal and Wells Fargo Bank.
In addition to providing a demographic
snapshot of the area, the community-wide
survey measures residents' satisfaction
with a variety of lifestyle and business issues. Thi s year's publication will include
substantially more information on how
Southern Nevadans view their community.
This time each year, I get a number of
calls requesting a sneak-peek at the new
numbers. And, while I would like to share
the good news, I'm not at liberty to release
the new numbers until the unveiling which
is scheduled for the afternoon of May
28th. Hope to see you there.

CONNIE BRENNAN Editor

Remember your first busiriess?
Your best friend down the block became your partner. Mom's kitchen and a piggy
bank provided your financing. And together, you could accomplish anything.
AF. your business goals have grown, your financial needs have also grown.
At Community Bank, we understand your financial needs and take pride
in helping you realize your dreams through commercial loan
programs tailored to your business.
Simply, "we make loans happen and dreams come true."
COMMUNI1Y BANK
OF NEVADA

Call Today! 702-878-0700

1400 South Rainbow Blvd. (Open Saturdays) &. 2788 South Maryland Pkwy.

25 Years of Telecommunications Experience

SERVICES WE OFFER:
- Complete Installation of New & Used Telephone Systems
- Norstar Products
- Equipment Warranties
IMMU IICRU10NS
- Data Cabling I Fiber Optics
- Long Distance Services
"The Business That Keeps
- Payphones
Your Business On Line "
"Products to Depend on
Service to Count On "
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learning the subtle complexities of the state's otherwise simple tax code.
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Turn to page 20.
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Taking a Bow
At the recent Las Vegas American Advertising
Awards, Nevada Business journal was awarded an
Addy for its June 1997 cover. NBJ wishes to thank
our readers and advertisers for your support. Look
for us to continue to improve and grow!
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ike other businesses opening regional operations, Springfield ,
Ohio-based Rittal Corporation
initiated its search for a western
distribution center with an emphasis on
access to regional customers, extensive resources and, most importantly, reasonably-priced commercial land. After considering numerous locales throughout
California and Nevada, Rittal, the world's
leading producer of electronic and industrial enclosure systems, opted to situate its
45 ,000-square-foot western distribution
facility in Reno.
"Strategically, we couldn ' t find a better
location to serve the West's major business centers," noted Mark Pent, Rittal's
manager of service delivery. "From a distribution standpoint, Reno places us a
maximum of two days from our biggest
clients, and we' re just a day away from
Portland, Ore., the San Francisco Bay area
and Los Angeles. Also, Nevada's tax
structure is to our advantage, and transportation infrastructure and warehouse
space are both plentiful. That means we're
able to ship and store more economically."
According to Pent, who has endured the
site selection process in markets such as
Houston , Texas and Hartford, Conn. ,
Reno 's availability of commercial land
also constituted a substantial positive for
Rittal. "The most difficult choice we had
in opening facilities in the Reno area was
selecting which of many desirable land
alternatives would be best suited for our
needs," he stated. "We didn ' t have to settle for anything less than we hoped for. We
looked at 10 properties, and they were all
adequate. The land options we had in
corning to Reno have been the best we've
seen anywhere for the price. Overall, it's
been a great experience."

L

Left: When Ocean Spray moved into
its 209,000-square-foot facility covering
three buildings at Henderson 's Pacific
Industrial Center, industry analysts saw
that as an indication the Las Vegas market
is ready to accommodate larger users.

Patagonia, Inc.'s distribution center rakes advantage of Reno's prox imity to major West
CoasT markets, as well as the region 's easy access to inexpensive transportation modes.
The facility was developed by Clark & Sullivan Constructors.

Attracting New Business
and Industry

W

ithin Pent's declaration lies the
key to any state's ongoing success
in drawing business and industry - an extensive suppl y of commercial real estate
and existing resources. According to
Somer Hollingsworth, president and CEO
of the Nevada Development Authority
( DA), the spectrum of businesses placing
the state on their short lists for relocation
or the opening of new operations continues to expand.
"Our existing resources, combined with
our current base of businesses, enable us
to continually draw more diverse industries," Hollingsworth explained . "For
example, with the Las Vegas Motor
Speedway, automotive companies are expressing greater interest in corning here.
The upcoming opening of Henderson's
Black Mountain Studios should boost our
potential as a popular site for the highpaying movie industry. Also, our telecommunications infrastructure is attracting
companies related to communications research and development, manufacturing
and distribution. We're pursuing electromedical research and development more
aggressively, as well."
According to Phil Miller, interim president of the Economic Development
Authority of Western Nevada (EDAWN),
the Reno-Sparks market is also enjoying

sustained demand amo ng companies
bringing operations to the state. "We continue to see companies ranging from manufac turers to service-oriented businesses
come to Reno-Sparks," he noted. "If the
trend toward high-qualitv, high-tech companies continues, we could be moving toward a Washoe/Silicon Valley concept.
Substantial numbers of technologicallyoriented businesses are a.tTiving here ,
including software developers, high-tech
analytical equipment makers, manufacturers and distributors.
"We still have a very appealing market
for new and expanding companies. Businesses are attracted to our good quality of
life, our ample work force and our state
tax climate," Miller added. "We also have
a plentiful real estate supply, and we don ' t
foresee any major difficulty in accommodating companies of reasonable size."
The Reno market certainly didn ' t have
any difficulty in meeting the needs of
Mack Trucks. Headquartered in Allentown , Penn., the company opened its Reno
parts distribution center last December.
Manager Peggy Thomason noted the
company found both land choices and
an ability to build out its ideal facility in
relatively rapid time.
"Reno had a lot of alternatives for land,
but we had a tight time frame for moving,
so we had to narrow our selection ,"
Thomason explained. "We viewed a lot of
land parcels, and we also visited numerMarch 1998 •
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The South Meadows Distribution Center in Reno, a master-planned business park under
development by Dermody Properties, will total over 2 million square feet when complete.
ous existing buildings. Finding one suited
ideally to our needs was challenging, so
we opted for a 75,000-square-foot buildto-suit facility. We were pleased with how
quickly the building went up. Between
that and the variety of land options, we'd
choose to move to Reno again."

A Tough Real Estate
Market for large lJsers

N

evada's ability to maintain a store of
improved, zoned commercial land is
of growing importance, as companies possessing di verse needs inquire about the
prospects of doing business here. "We
have had companies contact us regarding
larger space for distribution purposes,"
EDAWN 's Miller acknowledged. "However, we don ' t have anything built and
ready to accommodate such commercial
space users, so that is something we'd
have to build for them."
The problem sun·ounding housing the
larger user becomes even more apparent
in Southern Nevada, where, according to
CB Commercial's Brad Peterson, several
companies have chosen other markets
with more existing inventory for those
needing more extensive square footage.
"We' ve lost a few deals with clients seeking 50,000 to 100,000 square feet of office
space because other western markets had
centers of that size vacant, ready and waiting for occupancy," asserted Peterson, a
senior vice-president with the brokerage.
10 Nevada Business journal •
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"Overall, we have a lot more product now,
as well as added potential for large users.
However, we do have room to improve on
offering existing space for companies
needing large back office buildings with
generous parking ratios."
"As we get up to the 25,000-square-foot
range and higher, selection for office space
is very limited," asserted John Knott, president of Sullivan & Knott, Inc., a commercial real estate services company based in
Las Vegas. "A related challenge comes
with tenants who need 15,000 square feet
of office space on one floor. We're lacking
in both of these areas, especially with flrst
class product. We really don' t have many

150,000- , 250,000- , or even 300,000square-foot office buildings. The largest
building in our market is just over 300,000
square feet, so big corporations looking for
an expansive flrst-class office environment
have few alternatives."
Knott doesn't foresee office buildings
of such a scale coming online any time
soon. "While there is a market for
that kind of product, we really don ' t have
the absorption pace to warrant constructing large office buildings," he noted.
"That may change, but as things are now,
anyone who undertakes a project of that
scope will need to factor in the cost of
carrying the building for a couple of
years while it leases up."
Having expansive facilities ready and
waiting for prospective occupants requires
developers first assume the risks conventionally associated with such speculative
building - erecting structures in the absence of guaranteed occupancy. "Our
major commercial developers - Howard
Hughes Corp. , American Nevada Corp. ·
and Thomas & Mack - have been prudent
about not building 100,000-square-foot
facilities and just hoping for a back office
occupant," stated Chuck Witters, a senior
vice-president with Lee & Associates
Commercial Real Estate Services.
Such caution may not be long-lived or
warranted in Southern Nevada, however.

Quebecor Printing, the nation 's second largest commercial printe1; will soon be operational in its 410,000-square-foot plant at the Nevada Pacific Industrial Park. Located in
Fernley, the 3,800-acre master-planned industrial park is being developed by Wade
Development Company, Inc.

Steve Spelman, an industrial investment
specialist with Lee & Associates, senses an
emerging change in the nature of Southern
evada's industrial development environment, one that may make already-built
space for large users more readily available in the near future . "In terms of product availability, we're turning a big corner," he explained. "Up until about a year
ago, developers weren't putting much spec
space on the market. In the last fi ve years,
we've lost a lot of companies to markets
like Phoenix, simply because we lacked
l 00,000- to 300,000-square-foot buildings. Developers tend to gravitate toward
putting up what's already leasing, so no
one has been willing to take the theoretic
risk of building such facilities on spec."
That a market exists for such large users
is evident to Spelman, who, with Lee
& Associates senior vice-president Mel
Koich , negotiated Southern Nevada 's
largest industrial deal to date: Ocean
Spray's occupancy of 209,000 square feet
in three separate buildings at Henderson 's
Pacific Industrial Center.
"Ocean Spray would have preferred to
have their square footage under one roof,
but they needed to be here," Spelman
contended. "I believe that within the next
couple of years, a developer, most likely
from another market, will come here,
understand the need and the potential and
work to accommodate it with spec space
for large users."
Spelman added that having such space
completed is increasingly essential in a
corporate climate emphasizing efficiency.
"We've seen five users come to town in
the last 18 months who, just because of
the timing of what was available, determined to look elsewhere for real estate,"
he said. "Companies used to allow two
years for moving or expanding. Now, the
relocation and branch-opening processes
are accomplished in three to six months.
We can ' t build-to-suit that fast; we need it
here when the companies inquire."
Koich, of Lee & Associates, asserted
that Southern Nevada remains underserved across its industrial market. "When
we consider the correlation between population and industrial base, it's clear that

In addition to its accessibility to major West Coast distribution channels, Nevada 's advanced telecommunications capabilities have attracted a number of large telephone call
center and catalog sales businesses such as Softbank Sen,ices Group (above) and
Williams-Sonoma.

we have some catching up to do compared
to competing markets," he declared.
"Reno, for example, has a population of
about 300,000, and an industrial base of
43 million square feet. Las Vegas, with
four times the population, has just 48 million square feet of indu strial space.
Phoenix has double our population , with
about four times the industrial square
footage we possess. We don ' t have
enough product for our population ; we
need to double where we are now, which,
at our current addition of five million
square feet annually, should take a little
less than 10 years."

Industrial land Supply
Varies Across the State
~ oich's explanation of Reno 's broad

ft

industrial base partly illustrates why
Nevada's northern region is confronting
fewer substantial concerns with industrial
real estate. According to David Schuster,
SIOR, CCIM, an industrial specialist with
Reno brokerage Grubb & Ellis/Nevada
Commercial Group, a multitude of new
developments will ensure a quality real
estate supply for the Reno-Sparks area's
industrial market for some years to come.
"We 've got a good green light for invitMarch 1998 •
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In Las Vegas, an abundance of newly developed Class A office space will accommodate
demand for the next I2 to 24 months. Top : The 135,000-square-foot Pointe Flamingo has
attracted several corporate relocations, including WMC Mortgage and Quick & Reilly.
Center: Summergate Corporate Center will soon add another 55,000-square-foot building identical to the one depicted. Bottom: McCarran Center, located in the rapidly expanding commercial corridor adjacent to McCarran International Airport, currently inventories about 550,000 square feet of space.
12 Nevada Business journal •
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ing businesses to our area, and we haven·!
had problems with companies going el ewhere due to their inability to find adequate real estate," Schuster asserted. "~·e
can accommodate 500,000-square-foot
users, as well as the manufacturer who
wants to occupy just 20,000 square feel
and is simply looking to leave a larger
metropolitan area for quality-of-life
issues. We have an excellent tax and bu iness climate, and land here is plentiful.
"We were faced with dwindling land
supplies, but in the last year alone, we've
added about 1,000 acres of available industrial land," Schuster continued. "Al o.
Asamera Ranch has 4,000 acres under development eight miles east of Reno, and
another 4,000 acres of industrial development are underway in Fernley. One hundred acres just east of the intersection of
Mt. Rose Highway and U.S. 395 was recently rezoned from residential to indu trial use, and 500 more acres of industrial
land are available in Spanish Springs ju t
north of Sparks."
Schuster cited numerous geographic
constraints as factors capable of affecting
land supply in coming years . "We have a
national forest in the west and Bureau of
Land Management (BLM) property in
the east, and those are boundaries we II
eventually have to observe," he admitted.
"However, between Asamera Ranch.
Fernley and these other developments, we
have enough existing land to last us the
next 10 to 15 years, maybe longer."
The same lack of giant facilities that has
beset industrial building in Southern
Nevada also seems to be afflicting it
industrial land supply, according to some
industry analysts. Says Lee & Associates'
Koich, of the region's land supply: "It'
there, but there's not an awful lot of it. I'm
working with a company right now looking to expand into larger facilities. The
client is only looking for 15 acres, and it'
really tough to find a plot that big not already under contract or ownership."
In fact, land ownership in the Las Vegas
Valley can be primarily ascribed to four
large entities: Howard Hughes Corp ..
American Nevada Corp. , Thomas & Mack
and the BLM, according to CB Commercial's Peterson. "They have enough land

to develop on that we're assured a supply
in the short to mid-term," he stated.
In addition to such limited ownership of
vast land supplies, Koich noted another
factor in Southern Nevada's industrial
land crunch. "We've lost quite a bit of industrial land to what are considered more
high-end uses," he explained. "Over the
last five to eight years, we've witnessed
land continually rezoned for residential or
gaming use. Such rezoning will slow
down if we become saturated with residential development or hotels and casinos,
but that's not in the foreseeable future."
"What will really cause problems from
a land standpoint is that scarcity is leading
to higher prices," Koich added. "Prices
have escalated in the last few years ; some
have doubled. When prices double, it becomes very inefficient to build, and we
have trouble vying with other markets.
Las Vegas ' fair land prices have always set
it apart from comparable cities. However,
I recently received an $8-per-square-foot
quote on a land parcel in the southwest,
and those kinds of prices will make it
tough for us to compete."

rates stabilizing and corporate immigration continuing. "With the amount of existing construction, lease rates should remain steady for the near future," he said.
"Also, for companies on a tight time
frame, our standing inventory will remain
attractive. While our land availability is
dwindling, I think we have a sufficient
supply for the next three to fi ve years."
Currently, according to Pinjuv, the
Reno-Sparks market 's vacant Class A and
B space totals 375,000 square feet, with
an additional 300,000 square feet under
construction and slated to come online in
phases. Facility sizes range from 1,000square-foot suites to entire buildings of
80,000 square feet.

Office Space Abundant
in Southern Ne.,ada

W

hen Michigan-based Charter
One Bank, F.S.B. decided to open
an administrative branch in Las Vegas,
company officials were seeking office
space of the smaller variety. Lured, like
others, by the state's tax atmosphere,

Michael L. Diersen , B.S., M.B.A.
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Office leases Increasingly
Costly in the North

A

!though Reno' s industrial market
seems flush with well-priced, appropriately-zoned land, its office market may
confront the same pricing problems and
issues that Southern Nevada's industrial
developers are grappling with. According
to John Pinjuv, SIOR, president of Grubb
& Ellis/Nevada Commercial Group, the
price of leasing office space in the Reno
area may be costing the region some outof-state business, business which has, in
recent years, composed about 30 percent
of the office market's activity.
"Land prices are escalating in the northem part of the state, as is the cost of contruction," Pinjuv noted. "As costs have
risen, so have lease rates. We' re getting
closer to Northern California lease rates,
and we're already more expensive than
orne Southern California markets. We've
probably lost some deals in the last year
because of pricing."
For the next year, at least, Pinjuv sees

3,000 square feet for its local operations.
According to Don Eagle, Charter One's
facility manager, the bank has found its
real estate needs effectively met.
"We did place fairly tight parameters on
what we needed, and we were pleased
with the choices we had," Eagle stated.
"We visited spec buildings that needed individual suites built out, and we also
looked at completed facilities previously
occupied by other companies. Rental rates
were slightly higher than what we'd
expected coming from the Midwest, but
I haven 't overseen relocation to other
areas, so accurate comparison in that area
is a little difficult."
According to Lee & Associates '
Witters, who assisted Charter One in its
real estate selection process, office space
for companies arriving in the area is abundant, and future construction may need to
slacken to allow time for current inventory absorption .
"We have an inventory of approximately 207,000 square feet of Class A space,
with 533,000 square feet under construe-
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"We struggle with tenant
improvement costs exceeding national norms by as
much as 20 percent. Some
businesses considering
coming to town, when
confronted with those
costs, may make a different real estate decision."

"But we won 't let
it go to our heads!"
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tion," Witters stated. "That means we'll
easily have in excess of 500,000 square
feet available for corporate clients moving
into the state or expanding this year."
The picture of available square footage
grows more dramatic with the consideration of Class B properties, according to
Witters. "At the end of 1997, the market
had 1.2 million square feet of vacant Class
B space, with 507,000 square feet under
construction,". he enumerated. "So, we
have a tremendous amount of such property available. I don't foresee much Class
B space breaking ground in the near fu ture; construction will need to slow down
until current Class B space is absorbed."
That may take awhile; Witters asserted
that many businesses corning to Nevada
have a preference for Class A space despite its higher cost. "Quite a difference
exists in pricing from Class A to Class B
space," he noted. "At the end of last year,
we were showing a weighted average for
vacant space of about $2.11 per square
foot on a full-service gross basis [a lease
agreement in which the landlord pays
such primary operating expenses as property taxes, property insurance, common
area maintenance, utilities and janitorial
costs]. For Class B properties, the weighted average constituted $1.74 per square
foot on a full-service gross basis. In spite
of the $.37 price difference, a lot of businesses aren ' t willing to make the tradeoff. I'm working with one company who
talks a lot about being economical, but
whenever I take them out to view facilities, they consistently gravitate toward the

most expensive property available. Businesses want location, they want prestige,
and they want quality offices to attract
good employees. Companies won't walk
away from Las Vegas, because we do have
enough Class A space to accommodate
them for the next one to two years."
Adding to Southern Nevada's current
alternatives is office tenants ' general willingness to wait for the ideal space, according to Knott, of Sullivan & Knott.
"Opening new office facilities is a different experience compared to industrial occupants," he explained. "Office users tend
to plan farther ahead than industrial users.
Any company serious about a major faci lity decision factors in build-out time, so
when large users wanted to move here,
they ' ve been patient about having offices
constructed, or adapting to flex space
[space suited to a multitude of uses]."
Knott cited a slightly more pressing
concern, however, one related to Pinjuv's
worries about spiraling construction costs
and their impact on future corporate
migration to Nevada. "The construction
industry in Southern Nevada is so busy
right now that it's difficult to find people
to provide services, construct buildings or
perform tenant improvements at costs
competitive with those in other communities," stated Knott. "We worked with one
company that set their tenant improvements budget at a national norm of $27.50
per square foot, and it ended up equaling
about $34 per square foot. Overall, we
continue to struggle with tenant improvement costs exceeding national norms by
about 15 to 20 percent. Some businesses
considering coming to town, when confronted with those costs, may make a different real estate decision."
"Generally, the needs of the market are
being accommodated pretty well ," Knott
concluded. "We do have a wide variety of
product available, as there are a lot more
people building here now. Companies
moving to our market do have choices."

Retail Users Face Rising
Development Costs

A

s Nevada's population has grown,
retail users have flocked to the state

to capitalize on the increasing base of potential customers and clients. Since retail
development is so reliant on population
growth (and tends to match it), concerns
about whether Nevada's markets can sustain retail expansion are less pressing.
However, according to Kit Graski, a first
vice-president with CB Commercial in
Las Vegas, dwindling sources of raw, undeveloped land may lead to higher building costs for retail developers.
"As new companies look to open retail
outlets in the area, they're finding that
land where they need to be situated is already occupied," Graski described. "What
they have to do is buy the improved parcel, tear down the eldsting structure and
build their own facility. So, finding raw
land is getting tougher, and the expenses
involved in development are going up. It
is possible for us to achieve the highest
cost developers and retailers are willing to
pay to build and do business here."
Graski doesn' t worry such a development climate will deter retailers from see-

"As long as our
population continues
to expand, retailers will
want a piece of that
growth, and we can
expect them to continue
to come here."
ing Nevada as a commercially promising
state, however. "We can expect continued
pressure on land availability and prices,
because our markets are so appealing to
retailers," he said. "As long as our population continues to expand, retailers will
want a piece of that growth, and we can
expect them to continue to come here."
CB Commercial's Peterson asserted the
advantages of doing business in Nevada
will continue to attract numerous indus-

tries, and companies arnvmg here are
likely to find their real estate needs met.
"Overall, we're expecting demand will
remain strong because of our taxes,
pro-business climate, regional location,
relatively low cost of living and high quality of life," he said. "We have enough
land, and we're seeing a lot of development and demand. We had a record net
absorption of more than one million
square ·feet last year, and a good 20 to 25
percent of the new occupants are originating from out-of-state."
For companies like Rittal Corp. , Mack
Trucks and Charter One Bank, representing a part of that 20 percent to 25 percent
has constituted a positive experience. Although opinions vary regarding the status
of our commercial real estate markets, as
well as solutions to the dilemmas charac-·
terizing them, one thing remains clear: as
the state seeks to attract added industry
and commerce, the availability of quality
commercial real estate will remain a paramount consideration.
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Building Relationships, Enhancing Property Values
with Careful Attention to Service
ommercial property management,
leasing and brokerage are not topics that usually generate passion
and excitement. However, for
Commercial Specialists president
Kevin Donahoe and vice-president David
Burns , passion comprises a vital part of
the job. Las Vegas-based Commercial Specialists - which serves a full range of property management, leasing, brokerage and
consulting needs - has built a reputation
for attentive customer service, a genuine
interest in client success and, most importantly, results.
"Property management, as a day-to-day
concern , isn't renowned for its creativity,"
Donahoe stated. "However, overseeing the
leasing and financial success of so many
varied properties requires consistently innovative solutions. Every property possesses distinctive characteristics, and increasing income or reducing expenses demands
understanding those characteristics and
uLiliuiltg Lh"u1 Lu Lit" }llV!J"l Ly ':s aJvauLag., ,

Grasping the property evaluation process
from physical and financial aspects, as well
as knowing what enhances property values,
is fundamental to the process. "
Both Donahoe and Burns enjoy backgrounds enhancing their ability to effectively guide property owners in evaluating
real estate holdings and boosting performance. Donahoe attended both University of Nevada-Las Vegas and University of
Southern California, earning a bachelor of
science in finance . Burns studied business administration at University of Nevada-Las Vegas, where he also earned a
bachelor of science. Through the International Council of Shopping Centers
(ICSC), Donahoe has achieved designation as a certified shopping center manager (CSM). The two hold more than 30
years of real estate industry experience
between them .

NOW
LEASING
364-0909

Commercial Specialises' president Kevin Donahoe (right) and vice president David Bums.
Maintaining membership in such trade
organizations as ICSC (for which Donahoe
has been Nevada operations chair for six
years), !REM and CCIM, as well as pursuing ongoing education serves a critical
function. "Property management is a constantly evolving field , and its dynamic nature requires continuous attention to improvements in management styles and
information ," Burns noted. "It's also essential to keep abreast of emerging technological advances." Commercial Specialists has the most up-to-date accounting,
maintenance and financial evaluation
software in the industry, and uses these
tools to foster efficiency and effectiveness
throughout the management and leasing
process. Automating certain day-to-day
tasks enables Commercial Specialists to
be more systematic, and allows the company to remain forward-thinking.
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"We approach management, leasing
and brokerage decisions as if we were the
property owners," Burns added. "Vve've
developed a strong atmosphere of trust
with our clients because they know we
understand the importance of handling
day-to-day issues while executing plans to
enhance property value. We emphasize
building relationships with our clients,
and working closely with them to determine their specific needs. We derive a
great feeling from the successes we've
achieved in creating value and yielding
performance for our clients' properties. "
Commercial Specialists' portfolio is full
of the success stories to which Burns alludes. Four months ago, for example, the
firm took over management of a 175,000square-foot project. As a result of following
its normal procedures upon assuming
management of a property, Commercial
AD V E RTOR I Al

COMMERCIAL
Specialists successfully appealed the property taxes, audited existing tenants' leases
and common area maintenance provisions, collected back rents, overages and
assessments and evaluated property insurance, utilities and vendor service contracts. Total savings for the client thus far:
$70,000, a figure translating into about
$700 ,000 in added value for the property
and its owner, according to Donahoe.
Commercial Specialists' ability to evaluate and streamline operating procedures
and costs has made the company popular
with both private and institutional investors such as banks and savings and
loan operations. "We're retained time and
time again to review properties' current
management plans, because we offer suggestions, efficiencies and improvements,"
Donahoe asserted. "We are often able to
find ways to enhance a property's performance that more than compensates for
the cost of our senrices.
"Exceeding our clients' goals and objectives requires a proactive stance ,"
Donahoe explained. "We do what it takes
to maximize a property's performance we don't just negotiate a management fee
and hope we can get by doing the minimum to satisfy the agreement. In our
client relationships , we don't just consider ourselves vendors; we're part of their
team. Our experience in the business during every phase of the process allows us to
anticipate our clients' needs, and to address potential concerns and issues before they become serious problems . That
means addressing issues to limit liability
and protect our clients' physical assets .
We've developed a highly refined repertoire of management responses , and our
property inventory is large enough to afford us significant buying power. "
The inventory Donahoe cited now
includes nearly 1,000,000 square feet of
space . Although representing such a
broad scope of properties means catering
to a wide range of needs, Burns asserted
one common element exists in senring
every client: accessibility. "At Commercial Specialists, we're charged with supervising the success of substantial investmen ts for our clients," he declared. "We
take that responsibility seriously, and
we're dedicated to remaining available 24
hours a day for clients and tenants alike .
When landlords retain a property management firm , they want to speak directly
A D V E RTORIAL

SPECIALISTS

The AT'V'ille Industrial Park (foreground) is one of the many large-scale developments
Commercial Specialists successfully manages.
to the professionals they hired, and they
shouldn't have to wait to have ilieir concerns addressed. Open , two-way lines of
communication are vital to effectively assisting clients. As partners, David and I
are intimatel~r involved as an integral part
of the management process, both on a
daily and long-term basis."
Quality management from a long-term
perspective also requires minimizing tenant turnover and raising overall tenant
standards, Donahoe added . "Our mission
involves protecting our clients' assets and
creating value," he stated. "That means
offering exceptional service to enhance
tenant success and minimize tenant
turnover, and conducting extensive credit
and reference screenings before leasing to
potential occupants. In addition , keeping
vacancies ready for occupancy reduces
time on the market. It can be difficult for
a prospective lessee to envision a property's potential if it's not well-maintained."
Commercial Specialists' job isn't complete with property lease-up ; the firm also
determines optimal holding periods , operates properties through those holding periods and sees them through sales, as well.
"We do our job well, and we enhance
value throughout the holding period so
the property owner can sell it and experience substantial gains," Donahoe said.
"We've never lost a contract through mismanagement, but we have managed our-
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selves out of work on a multitude of occasions. More often than not, though , we
parlay our past successes into new opportunities in our many long-term client relationships. Those relationships, and the
trust characterizing them, grow stronger
as solid decisions yield results - results
that appear on our clients' financial statements. From acquisition to disposition,
our goal remains maximizing our clients'
returns on their real estate investments."
For many landlords , contracting for
property management senrices comprises
a vendor-like relationship. However, for
owners seeking an equal partnership with
a dedicated management firm , an alternative exists. As a hands-on , full-service
management, leasing and brokerage company, Commercial Specialists will continue to make a nan1e for itself as Southern
Nevada property owners seek unparalleled
management service and commitment.
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Understanding Nevada's
Nevada features one of the most pro-

business tax struc tures in the nation.

The key to utilizing the tax breaks

offered in the Silver State lies in under-

standing the subtle complex ities of the

state 's otherwise simple tax sy stem.

ne feature of Nevada's tax system that catches the attention
of out-of-state business is the
lack of a corporate or personal income
tax. Most businesses in Nevada are subject to the Nevada Business Tax, which is
a flat tax calculated on the number of employees. The exceptions are gaming,
which is subject to a series of gaming
taxes, and mining, which pays "net proceeds" of mineral taxes.
"Companies always look at a state's tax
system when they look to build or relocate," says Nevada Tax Payers Association
President Carol Vilardo. "Nevada offers a
lot of incentives that are very attractive."
The following breakdown outlines
some of evada 's Selected Business
Assistance Programs, as explained by
the Nevada Commission on Economic
Development (NCED) and the Economic Development Authority of Western
Nevada (EDAWN):

0

Sales & Use Tax
Abatement
This abatement may be given to businesses with operations contributing to the
state's economic diversification . Qualifying criteria include a commitment to
doing business in Nevada, a minimum
20 Nevada Business j ournal •
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level of job creation, employee health
plans and specific wage requirements.

Personal Property
Tax Abatement
An abatement of personal property tax
may be given to businesses with operations consistent with the state's plan for
economic diversification. The same criteria for applying are as outlined above for
Sales and Use Tax Abatement.
Sales Tax Deferral
Offered to qualified industries that buy
specific types of capital equipment in excess of $100,000.
Sales Tax Exemptions
Some aircraft involved in air transportation are exempted from taxes imposed on
gross receipts from the sale of aircraft and
major aircraft components.
Business Tax Abatement
Partial exemptions from business tax
may be offered to new and expanding businesses that meet a number of
statutory requirements related to the
minimum number of jobs created, minimum capital investment and wage and
fringe benefit requirements.

Industrial Insurance
Nevada's State Industrial Insurance
System (SITS) will take into account an
employer's experience from a previous
state insurance system in determining premium rates. To qualify, the employer must
have at least three years ' experience with
an industrial insurance provider.
Property Tax Abatement
Qualified recycling businesses which engage in the primary trade of preparing,
fabricating, manufacturing or processing
of raw materials, where at least 50 percent
of the material is recycled on-site, may
qualify for a 75 percent personal property
tax abatement.
Property Tax Exemptions
The following items are exempt from
property tax:
• All personal property stored, assembled or processed for interstate transit
• All raw materials and supplies utilized in the manufacturing process
• All real and personal property which
qualifies and is used for the purpose
of air and/or water pollution controL
According to EDAWN , businesses
deemed "consistent" with Nevada's state
plan for economic diversification and de-

Tax Structure

velopment include those which create a
diversification from the gaming and hospitality industry, such as manufacturing,
warehousing, uisrributiun anu back-office

operations. Businesses which bring a corporate headquarters to the state, research
and development and producer services
are also considered strong candidates. The
expansion of businesses meeting the
above criteria are also eligible.
In addition to existing business assistance programs, the 1997 Legislature also
enacted a few key pieces of legislation
with regard to the state's tax system. Las
Vegas Chamber of Commerce Senior Vice
President Kara Kelley explains, "The ' 97
Legislature enacted a few bills that affect
a wide range of businesses. The general
business community may not be aware it
can take advantage of these incentives."
Requested by development authorities,
Senate Bill 233 authorizes a partial abatement of property taxes for certain new or
expanding businesses. "This bill is used as
an incentive to attract employers who can
contribute to the economic diversification
of the state," says Kelley. "If an employer
provides high-wage jobs, or contributes to
the protection of the environment - these
are the types of businesses that could be
eligible for this particular tax abatement."

Another piece of legislation, Senate Bill
450, sponsored by Senator Kathy Augustine, reduces the amount of business tax
levied against a company that provides for
certain types of child care for employees.
Both Kelley and Vilardo explain the
reasoning be~ind the importance of diversification of Nevada 's economic base.
Says Kelley, "Our tax structure is based
on two primary sources - gaming revenue
and sales tax. If there is ever an economic
downturn which causes either of those
revenue sources to be reduced, we're in
trouble." Adds Kelley, ''This is why economic diversification is so important to
Nevada. We need to create an economic
base that can withstand fluctuations ."
In addition to the legislative issues that
govern the state's tax system, Kelley says
that as far back as 1991 , the Legislature
passed a bill requested by Senator Ann
O'Connell that established a "Taxpayers
Bill of Rights." Says Kelley, "In short, it
states that every taxpayer has the right to
be treated fairly, to receive prompt responses to questions, to receive a refund
when called for and to recover overpayment of taxes promptly."
Continuing with those earlier efforts,
Vilardo says that in 1997, the Nevada Tax
Payers Association , working with Senator

by Lisa Weiss McQuerrey

O'Connell, obtained passage of Senate
Bill 424 to provide for a local government
"Taxpayers Bill of Rights."
According to Vilardo, the next legislative session will likely examine a number
of tax-related issues. "The legislative
standing committee to review the distribution and formula of Nevada taxes will examine issues relating to property and fuel
taxes," explains Vilardo. "Many of the formulas in place are 40 to 50 years old.
There is also a legislative interim committee to look into the funding of Nevada's
highway system."
Vilardo says another issue to face the
1999 Legislature will have to do with
the taxation of utilities in a deregulated
environment. "Right now the hot topic is
the telecommunications industry," says
Vilardo. " In the past, as a monopoly, the
industry didn 't face competition, and rates
were set with the approval of the Public
Service Commission. The new deregulated environment has created an equity
issue regarding how property taxes are
calculated. The large companies continue
to be centrally assessed, but the new 'local
access' companies are valued at the local
level, which holds a different set of standards." Adds Vilardo, "It is forcing an exploration of the tax structure."
March 1998 •
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To make an application for a business
tax exemption , businesses must go
through the following steps:
• Request an application form prescribed by the commission.
• Certification is determined by the
commission based on whether the
company meets prescribed requirements, has complied with state and

Business owners can get information
about available tax incentives through the
Economic Development Authority offices
in each Nevada county; the Nevada State
Economic Development Commission and
the state's Small Business Center or the
Assessor's Office in their county. The
Nevada Taxpayers Association also has a
publication available called TAX FACTS.

local laws, and has obtained all required state licenses. Applications
are reviewed at regularly scheduled
meetings, which the applicant is required to attend.
• If certification is granted, the commission forwards the application to
the Department of Taxation for
administration.

•

STATE OF NEVADA
TAX ABATEMENT PROGRAMS
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provider to meet
industry need.
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$100,000

We still use pencils.

In this age of faxes , computers, and surfing the net, communication
has become much less personalized.
At Kafoury Armstrong we still believe in one on one
personalized service. It's what you'd expect from evada's largest
and most respected independent accounting firm.
And as tax season approaches, the Taxpayer Relief Act of 1997
made more than 1000 changes to the Internal Revenue Code. So let
us help you sort out all of your specific accounting needs.
And, oh yes, our pencil use tip# 6: sharpen to a point and toss
up to the ceiling tiles to see if it sticks. Great fun.
We're serious about business, that's why we've been in business
helping evadan's since 1941.
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THE RIBEIRO CORPORATION
Establishing properties known for quality and appeal

A

s commerci al developers across
Nevada lean toward building office
space for medium to large businesses,
small companies continue to rely on the
commercial alternatives The Ribeiro Corp.
offers. According to Dan Laliberte, senior
asset manager for The Ribeiro Corp. , quality continues to set the company's properties apart from others across the state. "As
owners of many of the complexes we
build, we spend more time, effort and
money on creating a better product from
the beginning," Laliberte asserted. "We've
owned some of our developments for 25
years, and we take our dedication to quality very seriously."
The Ribeiro Corp. comprises a general
contracting firm specializing in the planning, development, construction and management of commercial and industrial complexes. The builder's projects include retail
and professional office and warehouse
space, planned-unit developments and single- and multi-family residential communities in California, Arizona and Nevada.
The Ribeiro Corp .'s current incarnation
began more than 30 years ago in California
as a home-building company. Then came
assorted small commercial projects in that
state, followed by a move into Nevada's
markets 30 years ago. There are now almost 9 million square feet of Ribeiroconstructed and -managed properties in
Nevada. According to Laliberte, tenants
located within The Ribeiro Corp.'s complexes derive a multitude of advantages
from the developer's tenure and experience in the state. "Las Vegas, in particular,
is a transient city, but those leasing or buying at our projects have the reassurance
that accompanies knowing the builder is
still active in the market, and possesses a
great reputation for quality."
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The Ribeiro Corp.'s Quail Park office developments are known for their unique use of
waterscapes arid landscaping, combined with distinctive architectural features.
In the type of product it builds, The
Ribeiro Corp. primarily caters to small
businesses and incubator companies - incipient enterprises with growth potential.
The builder houses more than 1,100 businesses in the Las Vegas area, and an additional 600 in the Reno-Sparks market.
Some of its better-known developments include Las Vegas's Park 2000, a 118-acre
center designed to accommodate retail,
professional and light industrial users, and
Plaza Vegas Business Park, situated in the
heart of Las Vegas and home to industrial,
warehouse, storage and office tenants.
However, Ribeiro's Quail Park office
developments constitute its most visible
complexes, prominent across Nevada for
their blend of architecture and landscaping
elements. Ribeiro's Quail Air Center in
Las Vegas is the only project of its type in
the country: a 250,000-square-foot, 36hangar, fixed-base, non-profit operation
for aircraft. As unusual as Ribeiro 's projects are, they possess some common characteristics: office and warehouse space

sizes average 800 to 1,200 square feet, and
occupants represent such diverse industries as medicine, law, insurance, accounting and other services. Smaller manufacturers also find Ribeiro's developments
ideal ; according to Laliberte, woodworkers and sports memorabilia framers are
among the types of companies taking advantage of Ribeiro 's warehouse product.
The diversity characterizing Ribeiro's
tenants is also typical of its employees,
who number 70 statewide. "Our staff and
employees are multi-faceted- they're able
to do more than one job," Laliberte stated.
"That's critical, because we coordinate all
the phases of a development, from finding
the land and developing project plans to
leasing and maintenance. It's essential for
all our employees to understand the entire
process, and to have the wide scope of vision necessary for addressing virtually any
concern, whether it involves construction,
lending or tenant relations."
Tenant relations comprise a key aspect
of business for The Ribeiro Corp. , accord-

ing to Laliberte. "Providing quality customer service to our occu.pants every step
of the way is our first priority," he declared. "Without our tenants, we have no
reason to continue to build. Our management team is designed to take care of all
their property-related needs, and our objective entails keeping occupants happy,
and reducing turnover. Less turnover
means a more enjoyable working environment for everyone."
For The Ribeiro Corp. , cultivating a
pleasant working environment also means
including such outdoor amenities as
streams, waterfalls, putting greens, courtyard benches, gazebos and winding stone
paths. Numerous Ribeiro developments
feature central themes; Quail Orient features red tile roofs with slightly upturned
comers and unique landscaping touches,
while Cambridge Quail offers a New England motif, complete with a red brick facade and white wood trim around each office entryway. "We've designed and
installed some of the most attractive exterior features and commercial landscaping
in Nevada, because we understand the importance of a well-planned outdoor environment in adding to the appeal of a property," Laliberte explained. "Creating a
good impression benefits everyone who
encounters a development, from the business employees who work there to the
clients who visit."
Ribeiro takes as much care with interiors at its complexes. For example, occupants enjoy wood-stained solid or paneled
doors, wet bars, tile floors and ceramic tile
vanities in rest rooms and custom window
treatments. "We've designed our Quail
Parks with the belief that office complexes don 't have to be cold, stark and impersonal," Laliberte noted. "Our developments represent more than just a place to
go to work."
Although The Ribeiro Corp. has developed numerous complexes in other states,
its emphasis remains on Nevada. "With its
potential for future expansion, Nevada
continues to be the focal point of our longrange planning," Laliberte concluded.
"We look forward to building toward tomorrow, and growing with Nevada." •

Who plugs
bright ideas into
Nevada
Power Company?
Deloitte&
Touche

the answer ,• s

©1998 Deloi tte & Touche LLP. Deloi tte & Touche refers to
Deloitte & Touche LLP and related entities.
La 8 V e g a 8
1702) 893·3100

Reno

(7021

348-8808

Business Loans
That Cost Less.

Interest rates and down payments that are generally lower than conventional
loans. That's the best reason to consider an SBA loan for your business.
We'll make the process easier for you. That's the best reason to work with
SierraWest Bank's SBA Lending Division.
Because we focus only on government guaranteed loan programs,
we make them work for you. For commercial real estate,
construction, equipment purchase, business acquisition, or
almost any business need.
Call us for more
information:
364-4506

SierraWest
BANK.
SBA Lending Division
The Government Loan Experts
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EXECUTIVE PROFILE

EVEREN SECURITIES
Vice-president Mark Mushkin emphasizes
service and quality investment advice

A

!though today's economy has enjoyed
sustained vibrancy for several years,
effective guidance in determining corporate and individual investment strategies
remains critical. Mark Mushkin and
EVEREN Securities have built a strong reputation across the valley for furnishing
sound investment advice and estate planning suited to a variety of clientele. According to Mushkin, assisting clients m
making important financial decisions is
highly rewarding.
"I enjoy helping people, and my work
provides me with the opportunity to do
that daily," asserted Mushkin, a senior
vice-president of investments, portfolio
manager and branch manager for Chicagobased EVEREN 's Las Vegas office. "At
EVEREN Securities, our job is never done
- we never stop watching our clients '
money. We're constantly monitoring financial performance, measuring it against indices and allocating funds for investment.
Our vigilance throughout the process enables our clients to step back from the dayto-day issues of portfolio management as
we invest on their behalf for safety, income
and growth."
Mushkin, a native Las Vegan whose
family has maintained a local presence
since the 1940s, joined EVEREN in 1995
after leaving Merrill Lynch, where he was
a vice-president and manager of the firm 's
Summerlin office. He earned his Bachelor's degree in accounting from Pepperdine University, and is a registered investment consultant in 10 states. His licenses
cover areas ranging from general securities
and securities supervision to uniform investment advisor law and uniform securities agent state law. As a native Las Vegan,
Mushkin brings extensive knowledge of
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the market, its resources and its business
people. He is also a noted speaker, and
holds membership in the Las Vegas
Founders Club, Founders LV and other
Southern Nevada charitable organizations.
At EVERE , Mushkin has concentrated
on assisting individual investors and corporate clients whose complex needs often
require creative solutions and sophisticated strategies. He possesses extensive practical experience in estate planning, asset
allocation, risk-adjusted return analysis,
ERISA plan consulting, investment policy,
corporate cash management and restricted
stock transactions.
"At EVEREN, we believe the key to successful investing entails matching a
client's goals and objectives with a portfolio strategy that utilizes a risk-adjusted
approach," stated Mushkin, whose industry experience extends back more than 10
years. "We select equities characterized
by quality, growth and value. The companies in which we invest represent global
leaders with strong competitive positions
and experienced, shareholder-oriented
management. They also exhibit aboveaverage, sustainable growth and are generally available at below comparable market valuations. In addition, we utilize a
strong sell discipline to minimize downside portfolio performance."
As well as working with individual investors, EVEREN established its Corporate
& Executive Services (CES) division to
guide clients through the maze of regulatory issues and financial choices facing corporate leaders today. EVEREN's CES investment consultants can assist with
regulatory issues regarding the ownership
of company stock and related financial
concerns, both corporate and personal. The

"We believe the key to
successful investing entails
matching a client's goals
and objectives with a portfolio strategy that utilizes a
risk -adjus ted approach."

- Mark Mushkin
division 's services include corporate cash
management, corporate repurchases, financial planning, employee stock option
exercising and stock purchase plans . CES
investment consultants are also proficient
in such areas as hedging, monetization and
diversification strategies, restricted stock,
investment banking, mergers and acquisitions, pension and profit sharing plans and
personal trust services.
"Our Corporate & Executive Services
clients find our dedicated, speciallytrained team of CES investment consultants and the attentive service they provide
invaluable," noted Mushkin, who joined
EVEREN because it has given him the ability to lead in the market. "EVEREN has a
team supporting our investment consultants in our Chicago headquarters, so
clients don' t need to contact different individuals for every financial need. The support teams combine Corporate & Executive Services and the personal attention of
investment consultants to determine solutions to all financial challenges."

Nevada's top office
park developers
all haveone
thing in common.
NEXTLINK
American Nevada Corporation. Peccole Nevada.
The Howard Hughes Corporation.
Thomas & Mack Company. All four of Nevada's leading
office park developers chose N EXTLINK when the time came to
upgrade their telecommunications capabilities. They all understood the
great importance of providing potential new tenants with the latest
and most sophisticated technology.
N EXT LINK was able to wire all of their properties, with minimal
interruption, to the nearly 500 mile fiber-optic network they already
have in place. Now, these leading developers have what N EXTLINK
likes to call "the fiber-optic advantage."Their bui ldings' phone lines can
now handle voice, data, video, you name it. A ll simultaneously, more
efficiently, more reliably and quite literally, traveling at the speed of light.
When you're serious about tapping into tomorrow's telecommunications technology, give NEXTLINK a call. They're prepared to give it to
you today.

Cive NEXTLINK a call.
We're ready to get to your business next.

990-1000
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YOUR PHONE SER V ICE . REDEFINED

YOUR DOCTOR IS CERTIFIED
YOUR LAWYER IS CERTIFIED ...
IS YOUR ACCOUNTANT?
"0 ur ... Investment
.
consultants and institutional
salespeople [have] direct
access to a support system
of analysts, traders and
marketing specialists."

Here in Nevada, CPAs must pass a rigorous two->day examination,
adhere to strict ethical and frofessional standards, and beyond
college, complete 80 hours o continuing education every two years
to be certified by the state-- accountants do not.
Who do you want handling your financial and business matters?
If your accountant isn't a CPA, it's time to seek professional help.

(CPA)

THE CPA. NEVER UNDERESTIM ATE THE VALUE.

Nevada Society of Certified Public Accountants.
Contact us at wvvw.nevadacpa.org or (702) 826-6800.

UNLV
UNIVERSITY OF NEVADA LAS VEGAS

THE CENTER FOR BUSINESS
AND ECONOMIC RESEARCH
Director, R. Keith Schwer, Ph.D

THE SOUTHERN N EVADA
B USINESS DIRECTORY, 1997

THE LAs VEGAS METROPOLITAN HousING MARKET CONDITIONS REPORT

Provides information on flfmS located in
Southern Nevada. Businesses are listed by
Standard Industrial Classification.

Contains current informacion on residential finance,
an assessment of rhe apartmen r marker,
as well as indicators of future growth.

Price: $35

Annual Subscription: $20

plus $5 for shipping and handling

plus $3 for shipping and handling
(HOUSING MARKET DATA AVAilABLE FROM

4505

1985 TO

PRESENT)

THE CENTER FOR BUSINESS AND ECONOMIC REsEARCH, UNIVERSITY OF NEVADA, LAS VEGAS
MARYIJ\ND PKWY, Box 456002 • LAs VEGAS, NV 89154-6002 • (702) 895-3191 • FAX (702) 895-3606
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Individualized customer service isn ' t
the only factor distinguishing EVEREN
Securities from other companies like it,
according to Mushkin. "EVEREN is free of
proprietary products- we don't have our
own product on the shelf that we need to
sell," he explained. "We're pure brokers.
and that allows us to focus exclusively on
client service rather than taking a more
product-oriented approach . Our structure
as an independent securities firm means
that our investment consultants are free to
seek out the best products for our clients.
Also, as an employee-owned firm, we
have a compelling incentive to deliver u-perior products and services."
While EVEREN Securities can accommodate a diverse range of services wi
more than 1,800 registered representati,·es
in nearly 200 branch offices in 27 states.
its structure allows for the highly personalized service usually associated ' i
smaller fums. "EVEREN's manageme team is redefining how we do busine .Mushkin said. "We emphasize long-te
relationships and a consultative approach.
Our streamlined, horizontal structn.r'::
gives investment consultants and instimtional salespeople direct access to a upport system of analysts, traders and marketing specialists , all committed
providing our clients with the individuatized, attentive service they deserve."
EVEREN, which was known as Kempe:;Securities until 1995, constitutes the s·
largest securities fum in the country,
is one of Southern Nevada's top fums
well. Its offices are situated in the Howarc
Hughes Corporate Center.

NEVADA POWER COMPANY
Combining aesthetics & technology to enhance customer service

The "reduced visual impact" distribution substation not only blends with the neighborhood and surrounding environment, it is less
costly to operate than its predecessors.

E

lectri c utility co mpani es are
working diligently to retain customers in a new era of deregulation and competition . Customers,
in turn, are asking electric companies for
enhanced products and services.
In 1996, evada Power Co mpany
( 1PC)
im plemen ted an aggressive,
phased approach to enhancing the aestheti cs and performance of electric substations. The Company's goal to have
no thing visi ble above the perimeter wall
creates a "reduced vis ual impact" (RVI)
distribution substation design.
Recently, two RVI substations went
on line in Las Vegas . By building RVI
substations, the Company is achievi ng
two goals - meeting customer and
community needs that are compatible
with neighborhood surroundings, and

en hancing overall substation performance through automation.
evada Power Company's Substation
Engineering, Constructi on and Maintenance gro up developed these costeffecti ve designs that occupy less
acreage, facilitating the Land Services
Department's goal of meeting the challenge of permitting and siting facilities in
this rapidly growi ng city. evada Power
Company can spend less money on the
cost of land and pass the savings to customers in the form of low rates.
"Blending the substations with the
neighborhood and the environment was
the first goal," said Herb Goforth, NPC
Manager of Substation Engineering,
Construction and Maintenance. "When
we asked members of the community
where to place these facilities, customers
A

D
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recommended camouflaging substations,
so desert landscaping became a big part
of the plan. The RVI substations also enabled us to achieve a level of substation
automation not before practical."
Working closely with government
agencies and developers on master planning is part of the process. Four different
local governing bodies are working to incorporate electric, water, sewer and other
infrastructure needs into a master plan
that will be available prior to area development. Thi s community-minded commitment has inspired developers and
local politicians.
"Planning for electric facilities before
building 60,000 homes was a great help to
our community," said Jeff Rhoads, Manager of Advance Planning for Howard
Hughes Corporation's Summerlin Devel-

opment. " evada Power Company listened to our needs and what we anticipated to be the preferences of our residents
as they move into these homes. Reducing
the visual impac t of power facilities on the
Summerlin community was exactly what
we hoped to accomplish."
"My constituents recognize the need
for power in their homes, but they do not
want to obstruct their view of thi s magnificent city," said Arnie Adamsen, Las
Vegas City Council members. ''Nevada
Power Company listened to and addressed those issues and concerns."
Meeting customer needs requires an
ear to custom ers' concerns. Nevada
Power Company instituted community
workshops that bring customers, property owners and residents who live in areas
of proposed construction together to facilitate the decision of where needed
electric faciliti es should be built.
"C ustomer and community needs have
been an integral pa1t of planning to site
and construct new elecuic facilities,"
said John Zelling, NPC Direc tor of
Wholesale Delivery. Along with addressing the aesthetics of substation designs,
the creativity of our substati on group
yielded additional benefits like the integration of new technologies into the control and operation of substations. With
these automated substations on line, reduced outage times and reduced operating costs will he additional benefits.
Currently, the Company has two RVI

Typical of all new evada Power Company residential installations, the utility delivery
SJStem disappears at the community perimeter wall.
substations. One substation has prutial
automation capa bili ty; more will be
added as needed. All new disu·ibution
substations will be designed with customer needs and preferences in mind.
Commercial and indi vidual customers
are also expressing a desire for improved
aesthetics. In 1997, several customers
on the Las Vegas "Strip" asked Nevada
Power Company to find new ways to meet
their increased needs for electricity
without affecting the visual impact of
their properties . The Company responded by installing South ern
evada's

Newly developed communities will benefit from Nevada Power Company ~ aggressive
program to alleviate view-obstructing power lines and infrastructure.

first underground transmiSSIOn lines to
the new Bellagio, Luxor/Excalibur and
Caesars Palace resorts, and building the
first gas-insulated substation inside the
new Caesars Palace parking garage.
"The Southern Nevada community we
serve is unique, wi th a way of life unlike
tl1at in any other metropolitan area," said
Ci ndy Gilliam, Vice President of Retail
Customer Services. " In this 24-hour
mecca, customers need and demand options that complement their lifestyles, and
that means deliveri ng more than the reliable supply of elecu·ons they count on us
to provide. We're excited about meeting
the challenges and look forward to continued prutnerships with om customers."
Nevada Power Company provides
electric ity and energy services to
than 1.2 million residents in Las V
and Southern
fastest growing electric utility.
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FOR MORE INFORMATION, CALL:
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Selecting Retail
Sites an fasy
Process for the
Prepared
BY H NNIH R RO B I~ON

rowing numbers of retail companies are arriving in evada to
serve the state's burgeoning population centers. However, residential growth rates topping four
percent to six percent, or more, don't guarantee success in the state's prin1ary markets; retailers are finding that careful attention to the site selection process
remains critical. Those opting to enter
Nevada's markets will find that adequate
and useful knowledge makes way for an
easier transaction for all parties involved.
"Regardless of the specifics of a market,
knowledge is power," declared Alan
Rubenstein, director of real estate for
Home Choice, a retailer that rents consumer electronics, furniture and appliances with an option to own. "Businesses
must do anything they can to arm themselves with inforn1ation, not only concerning the market, but submarkets, landlords
and anchor tenant situations as well."

G

UNDfRSTAND YOUR MARKfT
Home Choice, based in Mesquite, Texas,
came to Las Vegas via the reasoning many
retailers follow: sensing an under-served
market, according to Rubenstein. Now
with five Southern Nevada outlets averaging 3,000 square feet to 4,000 square feet in
space, the company has found locating retail sites in Las Vegas entails a more complicated process than usual.
"Our deals coming into the Las Vegas
market have taken longer to finalize,"
Rubenstein noted. "The market here is
generally tight, with low vacancy rates.
However, Home Choice tends to seek sites

in lower-end areas, and many landlords
don't recognize that the level of growth in
their submarket isn't characterized by the
hot activity happening elsewhere. We're
finding it difficult to negotiate leases with
rental rates that are acceptable to us."
Although Home Choice may be having a

tough time fine-tuning lease terms, Rubenstein urges all companies to improve the
process by involving community contacts.
"It's a wise decision to utilize the expertise
of a local broker, pmticularly for chains
headquartered elsewhere," he stated.
"Local sales and leasing agents are more
March 1998 •
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FOR EVERY GENERATION THERE IS ANTHEM.
It is the place we live ... and love ... and learn ... and grow ... and change . It is the place where the
defining moments of our lives take place. The place we call home. In Southern Nevada, the Del Webb
Corporation is creating a new community that people of every generation will call their home. Where
one builder will bring three distinct communities together in perfect harmony. It is a place called Anthem.

BY

DEL

WEBB

Call 1 · 888 · 882 · 6843
Del Webb Corporation, 9555 Del Webb Blvd. , Las Vegas, V 89 134. This is not an offering of real estate.

attuned to local conditions such as prevailing rental rates and how a certain landlord
might have structured previous deals. It's
essential to do your homework, and a local
broker can assist with that."
Homework extends beyond comprehending market minutiae, and into understanding demographics. For example,
Home Choice's retail site requirements include a population base of at least 60,000
residents within a three-mile radius, a high
concentration of renters and a median
household income falling under $35,000.
"We prefer anchored centers at key intersections," Rubenstein added.
In addition to enhancing the likelihood
of appropriate site selection, knowing markets and demographics improves the negotiation process, according to Rubenstein.
"Sometimes, dealing with landlords and
property management companies constitutes an educational process," he explained. "You have to bting them down to
earth a bit and show them the reality of the
situation, regardless of what the rest of the
market is like, regardless of your ability to
pay. Negotiating that way is easier for us
because we're a bigger national company,
but no matter what your size or market status, such knowledge helps."

1
How we helped make an
environmental statement.

patagonia

When Patagonia moved to Reno, the first thing they packed
was their philosophy: to be environmentally responsible.
Clark & Sullivan, one of the state's premier
..4JI ~btr.~tN
contractors, proudly met the challenge by
building a workplace that's both energy
, .
CONSTRUCTORS
efficient and aesthetically pleasing.
RENo . LAS v EGAs

fMPHASIZ£ EXCLUSIVITY
Selecting retail sites doesn't need to
represent a challenge for the smaller user,
despite the lack of negotiating power
Rubenstein mentioned. "Knowing your
customers' demographics and your company's space requirements in advance
makes everything go more smoothly," stated Mike Hayes, who, with his wife, Marci,
owns three Great Clips for Hair franchises
in the Reno area. "For example, a company
like ours tends to seek out grocery storebased shopping centers, because people
generally go to the grocery store two to
three times a week, and we want that consistent exposure. We also needed a highly
visible site, with space averaging about
1,200 square feet. For most companies,
common demographic considerations will
include clients' age and income range
and the number of rooftops [residential

Insight Aircenter
Sunset
• 13 Acre Corporate Service Center
• Near McCarran Airport,
Fronting Sunset Road, 1/ 2 Mile
East of Eastern
• Sunset Road Retail Pads
• Free Stancling Builclings For Sale
As Small As 3,917 Square Feet
• 3,500 Square Foot Dock
Hi/ Grade Level Units For Lease
• Build To Suit... Up To 30,000
Square Feet
• 1,800 Square Foot Grade Level
Units
• Immediate Occupancy
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dwellings] required within a service area."
Hayes urged businesses to place top priority on exclusivity - serving as the only
retail outlet of their kind in a shopping environment. "We know of smaller companies that are struggling because they're
competing with larger retailers of a sinillar
type in the same shopping center," he said.
"Lacking exclusivity can become especially problematic if the competition has more
nan1e recognition and a more visible site."

UND£RSTANDING TH£
PROC£SS
"Overall, for us, the process has been
relatively simple," Hayes concluded. "I'd
tell other retailers that they need to work
with a brokerage so they have access to
quality sites as they're listed. It's also in1portant to retain a good attorney to comb
through the lease language and make sure
it's acceptable."
"There are so many facets to a deal, and
each transaction has its own quirks, " noted
Scot Marker, a Stua1t-Mixer CommerciaVOncor International retail services associate who guided Home Choice throughout its Las Vegas negotiations. "Every
transaction is different. I've had small
deals take six months, and _I've had larger
transactions take two weeks. Regardless
of the lengtll of time involved, however,
the process tends to be the san1e, starting
with site and market review, narrowing alternatives down to a favored site and beginning negotiations. Once a lease is
drawn up, it's extensively reviewed."
According to Marker, businesses can
take several measures to ensure a
smoother transaction. "In addition to deteffilining demographic data, understanding growth patterns is key," he explained.
"As the population expands outward from
the city, retailers will need to consider
their visibility in newer areas. Visibility is
a more important consideration for tl1e
smaller retailer. Well-known destination
retailers [businesses consumers hunt out,
such as Wal-Mart] don't need to go for
such high visibility, and thus don't need
the more expensive property with higher
traffic counts."
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Comprehending the demographic statistics Marker refened to becomes even
more essential for such retailers as restaurants and video stores, according to Kelly
Bland, the CB Commercial senior associate who has helped Mike and Marci Hayes
maneuver through site selection in Reno.
"National retailers tend to pull from an entire market, so attention to demographics
in their immediate sunoundings isn't as
vital," he explained. "However, opening a
restaurant, for example, requires a closer
look at such factors as income, education
and other details about the residential and
business populations that exist in a neighborhood. Retailers need to identify their
clients before they go into business in the
market. Even if they've chosen to join a
busy shopping center, they can't just open
their doors and expect business to materialize. They need to develop a plan."
The only consistency in site criteria is
that every retailer harbors different needs,
according to Bland. "Businesses must deteffiline their size requirements, and those
requirements will vary dramatically," he
said. "Some retailers, such as banks, video
stores and restaurants, will need to gravitate toward free-standing structures, and
may also need drive-through facilities. Our
experience with national clients, such as
CompUSA, Gart Spmting Goods and Steinmart, has been that they often find themselves having to build the ideal retail building after first fmding vacant land. "
For such large retailers, developing a
long-term expansion strategy serves well,
too, according to Bland. "Before they even
choose a single site, retailers need to deternline how many locations they plan to
open and maintain in the market," he advised. "In Reno, Virginia Street has proven
a popular area, so many companies prefer
to establish a site there if it will be their
only one in the area. "
Marker added that companies who fail
to carefully research an area are making a
costly mistake. "Such details as whether a
potential site is on the 'going home' or
'going to work' side of the street need to be
accounted for," he said. "For example,
bagel or coffee shops need to open on the
'going to work' side of the road. Part of
handling that issue successfully also

means effectively understanding your
product and its niche. A lot of new, smaller retailers may formulate a great idea for
a shop, but they opt for a site with rents
their sales and income can't support."
The site selection process differs
slightly for large, national retailers, according to Marker. "National tenants are
generally the first to come into an area
and perform extensive studies of the
market to deteffiline site feasibility," he
said. "While large anchors tend to possess
more negotiating power, smaller shops
benefit from the existing studies and the
presence of a nationally-known retailer.
It's a win-win for everyone."
Winning at retail site selection means
avoiding short-sighted financial decisions.
"Too many retailers concentrate on keeping rent costs low," Bland stated. "While
adhering to a budget is important, and aretailer may have to spend a little more to be
in a prime location, it may sometimes be
beneficial to choose the pricier site. Perhaps the site offers more visibility, and the
business can save money on advertising.
Those are the kinds of trade-offs companies need to carefully consider."
Home Choice's Rubenstein cautions retailers against another, all-too-common,
site selection enor. "The biggest mistake
retailers make is letting their egos kid
them into misunderstanding their
base," he explained. "They'll say most
their clients come from 20 nilles away.
have been doing business with them fi
years, and so they'll disregard the im .tance of location. They need to realize
that, no matter what type of retail they·
come from within five nilles or less of
site. They need to understand their
tamers and their lifestyles. Too many rEtailers try to be something they're notAlthough brokers and companies
go through varied expeliences cho ·
retail sites, one thing seems agree:.
upon: information is the primary f
in ensuring businesses find the re
location ideal for their specific n
As with any major business decisi
education and knowledge pave the
toward sound choices for short-t
and long-range success.

Get in
on the
floor.

For the first time since Bank of
America Plaza opened an entire
foor is available for lease.
Call Keith Bassett, your friend
in high places, for more
information

Bank of America

PLAZA
join a select group of Las Vegas firms that
have given themselves an unassailable
business advantage-the ideal location. Bank
of America Plaza provides a presti gious office
environment in the geographic center of the
valley, less than a minute from the on-ramps
of the city's major north/ south and east/west
freeways.

A

93/95 1Expressway
L~

•

300South
4th Street

Downtown

340 Lewis Avenue
Las Vegas, NV 89101
384-4488

LANDSCAPE DESIGNERS
Impacting our lives - inside and out
IS Y K A THLE:E: N FOLE:Y

andscape design
is an integral part
of most business
projects: landscaping can attract customers to a retail
clients to rent space at an office complex,
or persuade potential buyers to choose
one model home or master-planned community over another. Homeowners also appreciate the value of a landscape design
which enables them to make the most of
their property, whether it's a country estate or a tract home with a small yard.
There are many f1m1S in Nevada special-

izing in landscape design. Some employ
large staffs of engineers, landscape architects, sUIVeyors and planners, and are involved with major projects like urban redevelopment, conununity parks and large
master-planned conununities. Others offer
a more modest range of services for smaller projects and residential customers.
According to Stan Southwick of Southwick and Associates in Las Vegas, landscape designs are expected to meet tlu·ee
criteria: designs must be functional, aesthetic, and within budget limitations set by
the client. The finished design is the end
product of a process calculated to maximize these three considerations.

Above: Southwick and Associates' landscape design jo1· the m edian of the Las Vegas St1·ip
has created "the only nighttime scenic byway in the nation. " Photo: Opulence Studios Inc.
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Start with the Basics
ccording to the companies
we swveyed, the san1e basic
steps
are involved in design,
ing the landscape for any project. The first and probably the most impOttant phase is establishing the goals of
the project as well as the goals of its landscaping. Ryan Hansen, manager of the
landscape architecture department at Jeff
Cordega Planning/Design, Inc. in Reno, explains the designer may sit down with a
commercial client and ask a whole series
of questions to discover the client's needs
and desires: Is there a theme for the project or building that the owner wants the
landscape to complement? What architectural aspects can be tied into the landscaping? For exan1ple, a building with strong
geometric lines may call for sinillar landscaping. A project designed to resemble a
rustic building or a Southwest mission will
require a design to match its theme as well.
Hansen explains his firm takes a "holistic
approach" to each design, viewing the
landscape as an integral part of the overall
project. It is also important to detennine
what emotional response the client is expecting the landscape to have on his employees and customers. Does he want to
attract attention to his establishment with
a flashy design? Does he prefer the landscaping to be unobtrusive so people will
notice his signage or show windows?
Many owners of office buildings recognize
that courtyard areas promote a sense of
warmth and tranquillity. This can help in
the competition to keep office space
leased because it affects tenants' perception of their workplace.
Another important consideration is
what activities will take place in the landscaped spaces. Will employees eat their
lunch outside? What are the patterns of
foot traffic? Will customers want to sit on
benches while waiting? The designer must
also take into consideration the effects
that landscaping, especially trees, has on
microclin1ate, according to Hansen. Landscaping can be an effective shelter from
winds. Trees can provide shade in summer,
but the client may also want the area to be
sunny in winter. Hansen points out the

dynamic nature of landscaping as it grows
and matures requires designers consider
long-tern1 results as well as initial costs
and aesthetics. Of course, as with any
building project, the client's budget must
also play a big role in deternlining the
finished product.
Residential projects follow the same
basic line of questioning, with the designer
or architect deternlining first what the customer wants. He or she must learn what
the fanilly likes to do. Do they enjoy entertaining outdoors, gardening, barbecuing,
swinmling? Do they want a dog run, a
sandbox for children, a hot tub? Dale
DoelT, senior landscape architect of CFA,
Inc. of Reno, points out that different fanlily members may have different goals in
mind. For example, one member of the
fanilly may want a large lawn, but another
may want to conserve water or avoid
maintenance costs. Part of the designer's
job is to take elements from each person's
wish list and find a way to put them together into an integrated design which satisfies everyone and still fits the budget.

software, which allows clients to "walk
through" their project before construction
even begins. Different colors and textures
can be applied to each prut of the drawing,
and the client can then virtually walk
through, drive by, or fly over the project.
Once the client approves the final plan,
the landscape ru·chitect is usually called
upon to pull pernlits for the project and negotiate the maze of governmental agencies
which may be involved in a lru·ge-scale
conm1ercial job. For exan1ple, in plarming
the Montreux Golf Course, Jeff Cordega
Planning/Design was required to coordinate with the U.S. Arnly Corps of Engineers, the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service,
the evada Division of Environmental Protection, and various other regulatory agencies. Once the paperwork and permits
have been handled, the job is put out to bid
and handed over to a landscape contractor. Most landscape ru-chitecture firms will
offer to supervise and inspect the progress
of the job for their client, to ensure the fmished product meets specifications.
he firms we surveyed have noted several

Best Laid Plans

Ind ustr~ Trends

iiiiiiiii;;;;;;;;;(iiiil nee the client's goals have

been established, the landscape design company will initiate a survey of the property
and draw up a site plan of buildings and
parking areas, if any. The designer then develops a master plan for the project, complete with conceptual sketches and drawings. Designing and making changes to the
master plan are much easier since computers becan1e widely used in the field. ow,
the omnipresence of computer-aided drafting systems, such as LandCAD and AutoCAD, within the engineering, architectural
and landscape design community allows
for the easy exchange of information
an1ong professionals working on the san1e
job. Drawings can be transfe1Ted to a computer disk or sent via e-mail for almost instantaneous inforn1ation exchange, and
the progran1S provide high-quality graphic
output. Stan Southwick laugl1S, "We only
have one old-fashioned drafting table left
in our office, and it's seldom used for anything but stacking things on. " Southwick
and Associates also uses Virtual Simulator

(iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiil trends in landscape design in
the last several yeru-s. The one
with the most in1pact in both
Northern and Southern Nevada has been the trend toward water conservation. Southern evada's tremendous
population growth has raised feru·s of
water shortages in the south, and an eightyear drought in the north which ended
only three yeru·s ago left residents in
orthern evada more water conscious
than in previous yeru-s. Effluent is increasingly being used to water golf courses and
conunon areas in master-plarmed conununities. Many firms now specialize in the
use of low-maintenance and drought-tolerant plant materials, and advise clients to
avoid vast expanses of water-guzzling
lawn. llTigation planning has also become
a big prut of any project. Many firms have
switched from sprinklers to drip inigation,
which conserves water by delive1ing it
more efficiently to plants, avoiding evaporation and excess runoff.
Dave HruTis, project manager for The
WLB Group in Henderson and head of the
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toys are back •••ON ICE!
HURRY! 4 DAYS ONLY!

TICKETS NOW ON SALE!

APR. 16-19
CHARGE

BY PHONE:

(702) 474-4000
INFORMATION :

(702) 895-3900

THOMAS & MACK
CENTER

~~v.~.sn:;;o., outlets or
www.ticketmaster.com
GROU P RATES:

(702) 895-1002

TICKET PRICES: $11.50 to $15.50
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American Society of Landscape Architects, notes his finn has been involved in
desert revegetation programs which remove grass and other thirsty plant materials and replant the area with desert shrubs
and plants. WLB also replaces aboveground sprinklers with drip irrigation systems, which reduce clients' water bills and
also save on maintenance costs, since
excess water spray can cause damage to
sidewalks and block walls. Many homeowners are also choosing to replace green
lawns with drought-tolerant plantings. "We
avoid the use of the term 'xeriscape,"'
Ranis explains, "because many people
visualize a yard covered with gravel and
cactus. A complete desert effect would be
pretty bleak. Xeriscape in a residential project usually means a lush planting around
the entryway, moving to semi-ruid in the
yard, with a completely dese1t effect
around the edges of the property. This
saves water and maintenance while keeping a pleasing appearance."
Another trend affecting landscape design is the move toward smaller residential
lots. Designers must use ingenuity to create living spaces and amenities in a much
smaller area than previously available.
Dale Doerr of CFA, Inc. says one solution
to the closed-in feeling of a small yard is to
provide a private spot for reflection away
from the house, with a view toward the
surrounding landscape and the horizon.
Ryan Hansen of Jeff Cordega Planning/Design reports his finn has seen an
increase in requests for commercial projects with a definitive theme, whether it be
tropical, northern Italian, desert or Great
Basin. "It's certainly a step beyond ~ust
shrub it up,"' says Hansen. "Clients will
approach us with a definite idea of the
type of design they want, and we work
together to make it happen."
Throughout the state, landscape designers have had a major impact on our living
and working spaces. They design the parks
where our children play, the trails where
we jog in our master planned communities, and the plazas in the office complexes
where we work. The physical appearance
of the conununities in which we live owes
much to the talents and efforts of landscape designers.
•

LEWIS LANDSCAPE DESIGN
Bringing distinctive landscape concepts to Las Vegas properties

pend time driving around the Las Vegas
Valley, and you'll quickly become familiar with Lewis Landscape Design's work
Gracing commercial and residential properties throughout Summerlin, Del Webb's
Sun City and Green Valley, the firn1's designs are known for innovative use of
drought-resistant, native plants and the
most advanced and efficient irrigation systems available. According to Scott Lewis,
founding partner, meeting the challenges
inherent in bringing an outdoor living environment to fruition is highly rewarding.
"I enjoy having the oppmtunity to design, and I love the challenge of working
with clients who don't realize the potential
their property possesses," Lewis explained.
"My job entails helping them visualize what
we can do, conceptualizing that for them
and making that concept a reality."
Lewis Landscape Design has designed
and implemented landscaping lining
streets, medians, common areas, entries
and parks in Summerlin, Green Valley and
Del Webb communities. Lewis is renowned
for its landscaping of area golf courses and
model homes; the company also redesigned and installed a slide island at the
F1anlingo Hilton's pool complex.
)1ewis Landscape Design is committed
to water conservation in the desert and
has become prominent for its focus on
xeliscape practices - the art of designing
and installing drought-tolerant landscapes.
Establishing Lewis Landscape Design in
Las Vegas has given the company growth
opportunities that Lewis believes would
have been difficult to achieve anywhere
else. Since it opened its doors for business
in 1990, Lewis Landscape Design has gone
from five employees to 170 workers; gross

S

Lewis Landscape Design's partners, fmm left: Jerry Bowlen, Scott Lewis and Bob Bracken.

billings have skyrocketed from $450,000
annually to $9 million a year. Two partners
have been added in Bob Bracken and Jerry
Bowlen. The company has coordinated
commercial work for such businesses as
The Howard Hughes Corporation, Del
Webb Communities, Inc. , The Mirage
Hotel, Pacific Properties, American West
Homes, Christopher Homes and Harrah's
Las Vegas. Lewis Landscape Design's concepts also beautify high-end residences
throughout Spanish Trail, Tournan1ent
Hills and Green Valley.
Acconunodating the needs of such a diverse clientele requires teamwork, according to partner Jerry Bowlen. "Our company
fosters a tean1 approach among employees, partners, customers and suppliers,"

Bowlen stated. "Our clients have a broad
array of needs, and our busy schedule is
challenging. Working as a team throughout
every phase of the design and implementation process has proven invaluable in guiding us to our goals and objectives."
While Lewis Landscape Design's partners emphasize the importance of teamwork, sustaining relationships established
dwing the process is also critical.
"Whether we're working with the individual homeowner or the larger masterplanned community, we have a strong customer service philosophy," noted partner
Bob Bracken. "We believe in standing by
our product, and we have a maintenance
division dedicated to addressing any concerns that arise following installation.
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We're working with live entities and a significant investment on our clients' part, so
continual follow-up is essential."
Honesty complises a substantial prut of
effectively serving customers as their
needs evolve. "The strongest advice I
could give someone toward achieving success is to be extremely honest with every
customer," Lewis asse1ted. "Also, it's necessary to take a great deal of pride in your
work. Another mistake many landscape
designers make when they're just starting
involves not marking up prices to appropriately cover labor costs. Too many new
companies don't do their homework when
it comes to understanding what to charge
for their work. "
Their ability to effectively design and
complete jobs has garnered both Lewis and
his company numerous awards and accolades. Three first-place AquaVision awards
have gone to the company, in residential
categories of less than $20,000, $20,000 to
$40,000 and $60,000 or more. Lewis hin1self

gained pivotal honors early in his career
when he won the President's Award in the
Arizona Landscape Contractor's Award
competition. The honor can1e for Lewis'
work designing the grounds for a custom
home in Scottsdale, Ariz., which included
cacti gardens, rose and herb gardens, a
citrus grove, a sunken tennis court and a
450-foot cascading streaJ.n environment.
That first award constituted a critical
career crossroads for Lewis. "I was able to
negotiate with the client to live on the fiveacre site," he remembered. "I had free rein
on the project, and I gained tremendous
knowledge and confidence in what I was
capable of accomplishing. I learned to
work with general contractors and subcontractors, and I was also exposed to
state-of-the-rut equipment and advances in
such ru·eas as dlip inigation." Today, the
landmru·k project remains a public showcase in the Scottsdale ru·ea.
Community and trade involvement
remains at the core of Lewis Landscape

Design's business success. The company
belongs to the Associated Landscape Contractors of Amelica, a c1itical source for
"tremendous educational programs, networking opportunities and such benefits
as reduced group insurance rates," Lewis
stated. "It's also impmtant for small businesses just starting out to seek assistance
from organizations committed to helping
small business owners become established. UNLV's Small Business Development Center is great resource, helping
with business plans and expertise, and the
Senior Core of Retired Executives [SCORE]
can offer substantial knowledge through
the expe1tise of retired executives."
As Southern
evada continues to
grow, look for Lewis Landscape Design
to sustain its integral role in environmentally sound landscape design and
installation. Expect the company and
its unique approach to remain popular
with master-planners, individual homeowners and hotels alike.
•

Building, Nevada
A PALETIE OF PLANTS
Landscape design unfolds as the canvas for Reno architectural firm
by j ackie Shelton

athexes is defined as an investment of
mental or emotional energy in an activity, object or idea. Don Clark named his
architectural flrm Cathexes, because he
believes a good architect should make a
mental or emotional investment in every
project which he or she participates.
"When you design something for somebody, it defines who and what they are," he
says. "They gather their hopes, drean1s and
resources and say 'here, take care of me.'
Our job is to do that, and to do it well."
Operating under that philosophy, Clark
prefers to work on the entire project,
rather than just the actual building. That's
why he has a full-time landscape architect
and inte1ior designer on staff. "I don't
know how to separate the building from
the landscape. To me it's one and the
same," he says. "What you walk through
to get to the front door is just as important as the front door."
Ken Beck is responsible for adding the
touches of green, brown, red and yellow to
the buildings Clark and his staff design and
he agrees with Clark's assessment. "The
landscape gives people their fust impression of a home or business," he says. "You
want to make sure it's inviting." Beck does
this by effectively blending the transition
from the exterior to the interior.
Beck works with a palette, just as an
artist does. The only difference is that the
colors on Beck's palette are made up of different planting materials. He paints a picture, placing a dab of red roses here and a
swish of evergreen there. Unlike most
artists, Beck also has to keep in mind the
demands of the client's budget and the
harsh environment of 1mthern Nevada where it varies from a hot dry wind to wet
slushy snow, often in the san1e day. In addi-

C

Creative use of landscape elements fmms a t1·eble clef in this unique site plan fo1·
Melody Lane Park in Reno.
tion to all that, Beck has to deteffiline the
most effective combination of har·dscape
(man-made additions like decks and planter
boxes) with softscape (planting material) to
create an attractive and inviting plan.
According to Beck, the challenge for a
landscape ar·chitect is to study the existing
environment, get an understanding of the
client's expectations and then design plans
that mesh the client's wishes with reality. If
a client wants a rain forest in the middle of
the evada dese1t, Beck can achieve that,
though most plants 'viii have to be substituted. "Obviously I can't use tropical plants
as they'd never grow here," he says. "So I
fmd foliage that resembles plants from the
rain forest that will work. I may not be able
to exactly recreate what a client has in
mind, but I can capture the essence."
Beck's experience ranges from individ-

ual planting boxes to large regional projects. He once worked on a project that encompassed 15,000 square miles, when two
major East Coast utilities had to lay a 100
kilovolt line. Beck's job was to make sure
the line avoided residential and high-use
areas while mininlizing the economic impact to the power compallies, as well as
the impact to the environment.
As a child Beck had aspirations of being
either a forest ranger or an architect. With
his current position, he's managed to combine the two drean1s. He says he has to
be knowledgeable about many different
flelds, including enginee1ing, architecture,
horticulture and biology. He often acts as
interpreter, translating professional ternlinology for his clients and the various consulting professionals.
Beck works directly with the landscape
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Building, Nevada
A PALETIE OF PLANTS
Landscape design unfolds as the canvas for Reno architectural firm
by jackie Shelton

athexes is defmed as an investment of
mental or emotional energy _in an activity, object or idea. Don Clark named his
architectural firm Cathexes, because he
believes a good architect should make a
mental or emotional investment in every
project which he or she participates.
"When you design something for somebody, it defines who and what they are," he
says. "They gather their hopes, drean1s and
resources and say 'here, take care of me.'
Our job is to do that, and to do it well."
Operating under that philosophy, Clark
prefers to work on the entire project,
rather than just the actual building. That's
why he has a full-time landscape architect
and intetior designer on staff. "I don't
know how to separate the building from
the landscape. To me it's one and the
same," he says. "What you walk through
to get to the front door is just as important as the front door."
Ken Beck is responsible for adding the
touches of green, brown, red and yellow to
the buildings Clark and his staff design and
he agrees with Clark's assessment. "The
landscape gives people their first impression of a home or business," he says. "You
want to make sure it's inviting. " Beck does
this by effectively blending the transition
from the exterior to the intetior.
Beck works with a palette, just as an
attist does. The only difference is that the
colors on Beck's palette are made up of different planting matetials. He paints a picture, placing a dab of red roses here and a
swish of evergreen there. Unlike most
artists, Beck also has to keep in mind the
demands of the client's budget and the
harsh environment of orthem evada where it vaties from a hot dry wind to wet
slushy snow, often in the same day. In addi-

C

CTeative use of landscape elements joTms a tTeble clef in this unique site plan joT
Melody Lane PaTk in Reno.
tion to all that, Beck has to determine the
most effective combination of hat·dscape
(man-made additions like decks and planter
boxes) >Vith softscape (planting matetial) to
create an attractive and inviting plan.
According to Beck, the challenge for a
landscape at·chitect is to study the existing
environment, get an tmderstanding of the
client's expectations and then design plans
that mesh the client's wishes with reality. If
a client wants a rain forest in the middle of
the Nevada desert, Beck can achieve that,
though most plants will have to be substituted. "Obviously I can't use tropical plants
as they'd never grow here," he says. "So I
find foliage that resembles plants from the
rain forest that will work. I may not be able
to exactly recreate what a client has in
mind, but I can capture the essence."
Beck's expetience ranges from individ-

ual planting boxes to large regional projects. He once worked on a project that encompassed 15,000 square miles, when two
mqjor East Coast utilities had to lay a 100
kilovolt line. Beck's job was to make sure
the line avoided residential and high-use
at·eas while minimizing the economic impact to the power companies, as well as
the impact to the environment.
As a child Beck had aspirations of being
either a forest ranger or an architect. With
his current position, he's managed to combine the two dreams. He says he has to
be knowledgeable about many different
fields, including engineeting, architecture,
horticulture and biology. He often acts as
interpreter, translating professional terminology for his clients and the various consttlting professionals.
Beck works directly with the landscape
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SOUTHWEST ESCROW COMPANY

401 N. Buffalo, Suite 205
Las Vegas, NV 89128

(702) 838-0300
FAX: (702) 838-0526
Above: Landscaping si te plan joT Lockheed's Moun tainGate. Cathexes also pmvided
aTchi tectuml plans for the pmject. Below: Plan detail for- Crystal Peak Park in Verdi.

Southern Nevada
Musical Arts Society
Come listen to music
presented by Southern
Nevada's oldest choral
society during our 35th
anmversary season

Sunday, April 5, 1998
at 3:oo PM Artemus Ham
Concert Hall (UNLV)
Musical Arts Chorus
Broadway/Pops program
Sunday, June 7, 1998
at }OO PM Artemus Ham
Concert Hall (UNLV)
Musical Arts Chorus
and Orchestra
Carl Orff: Carmina Burana
Call the Musical Arts Society
for tickets or latest program
information: 451-6672
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contractors before beginning his designs.
"Good contractors lrn.ow their rnatenals so
they have a lot (of infom1ation) to offer,"
he says, adding another benefit to involving the contractor early. "When the contractor gets a sense of ownership, the
client gets a better project." His job isn't
limited to sitting at a drawing board; Beck
often trades in his suit for jeans so he can
go out and tromp tJu·ough the mud with the
landscape contractors.
Cathexes has worked for a variety of
clients in its 12 years in business, from the
new Washoe Medical Facility to the outdoor an1phitheater at Brutley Ranch Regional Park. It also provided the architectural plans, both interior and extetior, for
Lockheed's new facility, Mountaingate.
Cathexes employs 13 full-time staffers, and
one part-timer. Its aJ.Ulual billings vary
from $800,000 to $2 million.
Aside from impressing clients, a business's landscaping, says Beck, is valuable
for its ability to enhance employee productivity as well. "There have been many studies that suggest plants are a big factor in
establishing a sense of well being," he
says, adding that gardens are often used

in health care facilities to help with the
healing process.
There's a lot that goes into landscape architecture, probably more than Beck realized when he went to architecture school.
He seems well equipped to handle the additional responsibility as he goes to work
with his environmental palette, creating
art in Northern Nevada.
•
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NEWS IN BRIEF
Consolidated Resorts enters
Las Vegas market
Consolidated Resorts, Inc. (CRI) recently broke ground on Club de Soleil, a $10
million French Mediterranean-themed resort located west of the Las Vegas Strip.
The vacation ownership resort, scheduled
to open in September of this year, will include 86 suites, ranging from 710 to 1,050
square feet. CRI has developed, marketed
and sold seven vacation ownership resorts
in the Hawaiian Islands since 1982.

Buildin~Nevada
Corporation won the Lifetime Achievement Award and The Trendsetter Finn
Award was given to The Howard Hughes
Corporation. NAIOP is the trade association for owners, developers and investors
in industrial, office and related commercial real estate properties.

Reno home sales slow
The Reno/Sparks Association of Realtors
announced an annually adjusted total of
3,438 sales reported through its multiple
listing service for 1997. The total reported
sales represents closed residential and
condominium resale transactions with a
dollar volume of $546,453,018. Comparatively, the 1996 adjusted figures of
3,843 sales, indicate a 10 percent decline
in sales from 1996 to 1997. The median
price for 1997 closings was $136,500.
Conventional financing methods claimed
59 percent of tJ:le sales followed by FHA
at 21 percent, cash/owner fmancing at
10 percent, VA at 6 percent, and the
remaining 4 percent of the sales were
financed by miscellaneous methods.

Summerlin recaptures
top ranking
CRI directors break qround on Club de
Soleil. Left to right: Angelo Infante, executive vice president of operations and project director; A1·thur Spector, chairman
and CEO; Michael Kaplan, p1·esident,

NAIOP announces awards
The Southern Nevada Chapter of the
National Association of Office and Industrial Properties (NAIOP) recently announced the following industry award winners for 1997; Micki Johnson of Fidelity
~ational Title as Associate Member of the
Year, Robert Snow of the Thomas & Mack
Company as Principal Member of the Year,
Robert Morrison of The Howard Hughes

For the fifth time in six years, Summerlin
ranks as the nation's top-selling masterplanned community by Robert Charles
Le~r & Co., a national real estate consulting lirm headquartered in Los Angeles.
According to recently released figures,
2,470 new homes were sold in Summerlin
in 1997, a 10.8 percent increase of 1996
sales of 2,228, and more than 100 home
sales greater than the second best-selling
master-planned community of Highlands
Ranch in Denver. In 1996, Summerlin
ranked as the nation's second best-selling
master-planned community with only two
fewer sales than Highlands Ranch. In addition to its top ranking for new home sales,
Summerlin sold more custom lots than any
other community in Las Vegas for four
consecutive years from 1993 through 1996.

Montreux honored at
Homebuilders show
Reno's Montreux golf community was
recently honored at the International
Homebuilders Show in Dallas, where the
National Association of Homebuilders
presented the 1998 National Sales and
Marketing Awards. Montreux received
the Gold Award for "Best Advertising
Campaign" as well as two Silver Awards.

Frito-Lay distribution center
underway
Oltmans Construction Company recently
began construction on the Frito-Lay distribution center in Hughes Cheyenne Center
in North Las Vegas. The 47,146-square-foot
warehouse will include 6,038 square feet of
office space and a 2,016-square-foot van
service garage. To be completed in June
on 9.74 acres of land, the facility design
utilizes tilt-up concrete walls and a panelized roof structure.

Speculative office buildings
break ground
Siefert Investment Inc. recently broke
ground on four speculative office buildings adjacent to McCarran International
Airport in Las Vegas. Phase one of
McCanan Corporate Plaza includes two
buildings totaling 90,000 square feet with
an additional two buildings planned for
phase two of the project. Upon completion
the four buildings will feature almost
200,000 square feet of office space.

Bella Vivente celebrates
grand opening
Bella Vivente, a Lake Las Vegas Resort private community, recently opened its models in SouthShore. The community, which
offers 41 homes, is already 50 percent soldout. Four, single-story floor plans are offered, ranging from 2,531 to 3,200 square
feet and priced from the rnid-$500,000s .•
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Commercial Real Estate Market Report
OFFICE MARKET SUMMARY
on strea m in 1997. these include Canyo ns
Cente r A and B, Sir William's Court, WilliamsSonoma I, 3980 Howard Hughes Parkway,
Gre en Va lley Corpo rate Center II, McCarran
Center #15, 360° Communications Bui lding
and the newly renovated Ba nkWest Building
at 2700 West Sahara.
A major project that will begin construction
in 1998 is t he Sun Plaza Bu ild ing in downtown
Las Vegas, totaling 248,ooo square feet. This
bu ilding will be home to Nevada State Bank
and th e Las Vegas Sun. This will be one of the
largest office buildings to be built downtown
in rece nt histo ry.

LAS VEGAS: At the end of fourth quarter, 1997,
the existing office space inventory base totaled approximately 15,721,000 square feet
with a vacancy fa ctor of about 11.5 perce nt.
The weighted average lease rate for vacant
space in the market as of December 31 totaled
$1.74 on a full-service gross basis, up from
$1.69 at the end of the fi rst quarter, 1997.
Net absorption for 1997 totaled approximately 1,604,000 square feet. A 204;ooosquare-foot build-to-su it facility was also
completed for Sierra Health Services in the
fourth quarter. The majority of the net absorption occurred in new bu ildings that came
r:_
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OFFICE MARKET- 4th Quarter 1997
RENO
166

1,7 55.574
11.50%

413 ,183

TOTAL MARKET
Number of Properties

RENO

LAS VEGAS
194

75

Total Square Feet

Percent Vacant
New Construction

194,000

Avg Lease SF I Mo (FSG - NNN)*

h74

Under Construction

$1.10
145.000

Planned Construction

28

20

3,267,211 1,236,000

Vaca.nt Square Feet
Percent Vacant

185,000

Net Absorption (SF)

$1.04

Under Construction

0

RETAIL CENTERS

2.)52,826

680,000

>100,000 Sf

Total Square Feet

61,000

Vaca nt Square Feet

Net Absorption (SF)

65,200

Percent Vaca nt

Under Construction

Planned Construction

New Construction

137,000

Average Lease (N NN)

(LASS 'B' OFFICE PROPERTIES
Number of Properties

234

Number of Properties

$1.25
122,000

54

5.689,615

450,000

Net Absorption (SF)

1,031,000

97.500
101,500

$1.27

$1.00

Under Construction

0

0

Planned Construction

0

46,500

Vacant Square Feet

1,197.572

Percent Vacant

13.55%

145.920
10.00%

488,226

32.500
10.)50

New Construction
Net Absorption (SF)
Under Construction

506,778

Planned Construction

43

380,550
2.83°/o

294,118
6.oo%

Vacant Square Feet
New Construction

1,016,867

8s.ooo

Net Absorption (SF)

1,032,257

141

92

3.168,220

Vacant Square Feet

351,231

942,750
181,085

Percent Vacant

11.09°/o

19.00%

1,273,239

o

Planned Construction

2,062,779

550,000

STRIP CENTERS- RETAIL CENTERS
Number of Properties

17,500

Total Square Feet (GLA)

Net Absorption (SF)

10,900

Vacant Sq uare Feet

Avg Lease SF I Mo (FSG - NNN)*

$o.6o
18,200

Planned Construction

Under Construction
Planned Construction

8.50%
30,055

58,620
21,000

$t.oo
74,055

0

290,047

8s.ooo

LAS VEGAS STATISTICS COMPILED BY LEE
RENO STATISTICS COMPILED BY GRUBB
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Planned Construction

3.768,742

1.)00,000

Average Lease (NNN - MG)*
Less than 5,000 SF

$0.54 $o.7o·o.84

From s,ooo·1s,ooo SF
Greater than 15,000 SF

$0.40 $0.21·0.47
726

Total Square Feet
397.412

Percent Vacant

2.54°/o

New Construction

455.592

Net Absorption (SF)

440,247
820,204

Under Construction
Planned Construction

830,000
1,400,000

Average Lease (MG)
Less than 5,ooo SF
From 5.ooo·15,ooo SF

$0 .79
$0.63

Greater than 15,000 SF

$0.29

234.379

Net Absorption (SF)
Average Lease (NNN)

*Average Monthly Lease Rates for Las Vegas reported
as Full-Service Gross and for Reno as Net Net Net.

27

Percent Vacant
New Construction

12,595

181,500
$t.o8

Under Construction

New Construction

New Construction

Vacant Square Feet

Total Square Feet (GLA)

Average Lease (N NN)

Number of Properties

32,621,791

Number of Properties
106

98,soo

(LASS'(' OFFICE PROPERTIES
Total Squa re Feet

RETAIL CENTERS WITH ANCHOR(S)
Number of Properties

Percent Vacant

Avg Lease SF/Mo (FSG- NNN)*

866,000
1.)00,000

SiNGLE-TENANT PROPERTIES

COMMUNITY AND REGIONAL CENTERS-

Total Square Feet

1,911,193
5,807,229

Percent Vacant

Total Squa re Feet (GLA)

532,891

2,490,857
1,888,066

Vacant Square Feet

WITH MINIMAL OR No IN-LINE SPACE

s.oo%

Under Construction

5.151,126

MULTI· TENANT PROPERTIES

60,200

Avg Lease SFI Mo (FSG- NNN)*

4.448,155
10.60%

Number of Properties

6.33°/o
543.410
$2 .11

3.793.559
7.86%

Planned Construction

206,771

New Construction
Net Absorption (SF)

New Construction

1,607.779
$1.28

POWER (ENTERS-

Number of Properties

RENO
673

Percent Vacant

5-70%
32.5,000

Under Construction
Planned Construction

2,555.954

(LASS 'A' OFFICE PROPERTIES
Total Square Feet

Average Lease (NNN)

LAs VEGAS
1,206

Vacant Square Feet
4·30%

New Construction
Net Absorption (SF)

TOTAL MARKET
Number of Properties
Total Square Feet

Vacant Square Feet
Percent Vacant

Net Absorption (SF)

Under Construction

INDUSTRIAL MARKET- 4th Quarter 1997

RETAIL MARKET- 4th Quarter 1997

LAs VEGAS
403

Total Square Feet
Vacant Square Feet

NEXT MONTH:
Retail Market Summary

-

-

TOTAL MARKET
Number of Properties

RENO: The fourth quarter figures for the Reno
office market con tinued to show strong,
steady growth. Absorption numbers kept
pace with the new construction in the area.
Vacancy rates for class A and B properties
hovered nea r 10 percent fo r most of the year.
1998 looks to be an extremely busy year
with constru ction . Over 350,000 square feet
of new product is plan ned for Northern
Nevada. Vacancy rates could rise if demand
does not keep pace with new construction.

&

&

Abbreviations

MG:

BTS: Build To Suit

NNN: Net Net Net

Modified Gross

FSG: Full-Service Gross

SF:

GLA: Gross Leasable Area

YTD: Year To Date

Square Foot
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Striving to accommodate the varied and
growing needs of Nevada's businesses
hile few 1evada companies complain about th e rapid growth
characte1izing our business environment, many assert the necessity for effective solutions to a multitude of office needs. Increasingly, enterpri ses
aero th e state are turning to IKOt Office
Solutions, as a business prutner furni shing
equipment, docum ent, mru1agement and network solutions tailored to the precise requirements of any business.
"At IKO . we understand that every business possesses different needs," stated Peter
Chembino, IKON's mru-k etplace president.
"We harbor a l!ue dedi cation to ensuring that
our customers' needs are consistently and effi ciently met. As an office solutions provider,
we play a key role in our clients' success, and
we tak e that role very seriously. If we fail to
pair them with the appropriate equipment or
services, it can affect th eir ability to do business. We've created a compan y dedicated to
helping our clients become more effi cient,
more producti ve and more competiti ve."
IKO N blends attentive, autonomous local
manageme nt with th e national strength
accompanying a publicly-traded compan y
worth more than $5 bi llion. That rare combination has led to IKO N's dominance in its
evada markets. In Las Vegas, for example,
IKON possesses nearly 40 percent of th e
marketshare.
Other factors, however, ha ve remained just
as criti cal to IKO N's continued success. Its
foc us on supplying botl1 the finest customer
service and produ cts available has been sustai ned since its Nevada inception.
Although IKO has held a state presence
ince 1982, the compa ny's current incarnati on arose from the merging of five local office
olution and supply companies in 1994. The
combined effo1ts have allowed IKON to excel
in tl1ree p1imary areas, according to Adam
Chase, vi ce-president of sales for IKON .
·'IKON provides outsourcing solutions for
- uch offi ce needs as printing, mailing, faxing
and copying," Chase explained. "We also sell
and service office equipment and provide
digi tal and network sales and support. IKON's
· tre ngth is a res ult of om local mark et

Phil Leinberger (left), sales representative, and Adam Chase, vice president, sales
fo cus, with management, servi ce, sal es,
administration and wru·ehousing all here. Yet,
we still provide ilie finan cial strength of a
national company."
IKON 's uniqu e approach to business has
garnered tl1e company 18,000 clients statewide. Its 300 Nevada employees work with
such internationally-known businesses as
Hilton Hotels Corp. , Circus Circus Enterprises and The Howard Hughes Corp. Other customers include Southwest Gas, Nevada Bell,
Sierra Pacific Power Company, The Rio Suite
Hotel & Casino, Reno's Washoe Medi cal
Center and The Summerl in Medi cal Center
and Desert Sp1ings Hospital in Las Vegas.
Whether accommodating th e needs of a
major hotel/cas ino developer, hospital or
small business, IKON is dedica ted to providing long-term solutions in four key ru·eas:
equipment, document, management and network solutions.
The :right offi ce equipment is essential to
any business, and IKON 's Equipment Solutions are designed to aid companies in deter-
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mining the tools necessary to keep pace in
today's hectic business world. IKON provides
equipment, service and supplies for a wide
range of needs, with a full line of copying
equipment. facsimile and printers that includes the lates t digital technology in color,
high-speed and wid e f01mat (blueprint) output. IKON's mission with Equipment Servi ces
is to meet its clients' needs of today, while
poising th em to take advantage of emerging
technologies tomorrow.
Industri es ranging from manufacturing and
marketing to finan cial services and health
care are served by IKO Business Document
Services. The company coordinates digi tal
fil e transfers, elec tronic equipment storage
and backfil e con version. Also, IKON recentl y
introduced its Legal Document Services in
Las Vegas. Through Legal Document Services, IKO N performs high-volume litigation
duplicating, database coding and imaging,
electronic data di scovery, claims processing
and multimedia trial presentations.
With Managem~nt Solutions, IKON sends

A

teams of hi ghly-trained professionals into
clients' offi ces to assist in non-core admini strative fun ctions in such areas as copy centers
and mail rooms. IKON also works wi tl1 customers' existing staff to optimize their performance while saving clients' time and money.
That ability to conserve time and money
also characterizes IKO 's Network Solutions.
IKON can upgrade existing networks, design
and build entire networks, educate and train
employees and manage networks as a vendorpartner. IKO can also take documents from
their origi nation at tl1e des ktop level and see
th em through networks to their final output.
" Everything we do is designed to enable
our cli ents to concentrate on their core responsibilities," Cherubino declared . " Responses to offi ce needs are changing so
rapidly, and it co nstitutes a full -time job simply keeping up with ilie dynami c nature of
business and office solutions. We free our
clients from having to contend with such concerns. We want them to focus on what they do
best, while we help them operate more efficiently from time and money standpoints."
Critical to assisting companies in developing ideal offi ce solutions are IKON's numerous
partner hips with vendors and suppli ers. "Our
partners include such businesses as Microsoft,
Ri coh, Canon, IBM , Compaq, NEC, Novell and
Hewlett-Packard ," Chase noted. "Since we're
not confined to selling and servicing a single
brand name, our customers benefit from a
wider vari ety of choices in offi ce and network
equipment. That means we're better able to
match our clients with the office solutions customized to ilieir specific needs."
For IKO , relationships with clients ex tend
beyond that matching process and the pointof-sale transaction . "A substantial part of
our business is pro viding
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support and service," Cherubino asserted.
"The products we lease and sell compose an
intricate prut of any working environment.
We've captured a signifi ca nt share of ilie
Nevada market tlu·ough taking care of our
customers . Our local management means tl1at
any issues or concerns they have can be addressed immedi ately. They rely on us to come
up with consistentl y innovati ve and effecti ve
offi ce solutions. We want to make sure they're
happy wi th IKON, so they'll continue to utili ze us as a resource as we grow wiili iliem."
According to Chase, IKON offers another
important advru1tage: accountability. "When
we lease or sell equipment, we don't use third
party lending," he explained. " We finru1 ce om
own equipment and services. That enhances
the personalized, att enti ve servi ce our clients
receive, and it yields a stronger dedi cation to
serving them well. If th ey're not pleased with
om services, it affects us directly."
Also responsible for IKON commitment to
serving its clients is its employees' vested interest in TKO 's success. "Om employees own
more iliru1 50 percent of our stock," Chase explained. "We mai ntain ilieir involvement in
IKON by offering them ownership through th e
benefits of our 40l (k) plan. We realize that if
we keep them happy with IKO N. iliey'll remain committed to growing ilie company wiili
ru1 uncompromising focus on serv ice."
The competiti ve edge IKON affords its
clients is furth er enhanced by
its move into new offi ces in Las
Vegas's Hughes Airport Center
in eru·ly February. " Bringing
our entire So uili ern
evada
operation under one roof will
customers num erous
benefit s," Cherubino

Adam Chase (left), vice president, sales and
Peter Cherubino, president
stated. "They'll no longer need to visit several different locations to look at equipment or
learn about our servi ces. We'll be able to better famili arize them with the array of products
and services we supply."
For IKON 's clients. the constantly-evolving
technologies of th e future needn' t represe nt a
concern: und er TKO 1 's guidance and ex perti se, they're a welcome opportunity to take
business to ever-high er levels. The company's uniqu e co mbin ati on of local management
and service, na tional strength , vendor relati onships and continu ed client supp01t comprises a stead}i ng influence in an un certain
business climate. As lKOt and its customers
grow. look for iliis offi ce solutions provider to
become even more dominant across evada.

For more information
contact:

I KQiMiut~ns
702· 798-3366
680 Pilot Rd.
Las Vegas, NV 89119

"We're
not confined
to selling and
servicing a single
brand name, so our
customers benefit from a
wide variety of choices."
- ADAM CHASE,
VICE PRESIDENT, SALES
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Drawing Valley Residents to Businesses
with Innovative Designs and Products
or those who can appreciate the aesthetic
appeal of signage, Las
Vegas and its booming
economy provides a virtual
museum of sign art. For Signs
West Inc. , it has meant great
business.
The company's two parmers,
brothers Mark and john Yurik,
have combined college degrees in
accounting, finance , marketing
and an eye for artistically attractive signs that produce results,
and with that formula, have built
one of the most successful sign
companies in the state .
Key to the Yuriks' success has

Single

hPPn thPir philosophy regarding

tamer and talk about their
needs," he des.cribed. "We're
careful to consider what they're
trying to accomplish with their
signs, and how what they're asking us to create will fit in with the
existing environment.
We see ourselves as problemsolvers for our clients, because
we provide them with the information they need to determine
the signage most effective for
maximizing desired results. "
Yurik added that Signs West's
in-house capabilities allow the
company to represent a one-stopshop , full-service option for
those seeking quality signage.
"We do a great deal of custom

customer service. "The customer
work, so our product lines are
is always number one ," explained
virtually endless," he stated. "Our
in-house capacities include metal
Mark Yurik. "It seems like an obvious assertion , but a lot of comlettering, casting interior signs
and creating post panels for
panies forget that. We bend over
backward to understand our
exterior use ."
clients' needs, and we do whatevSigns West will be boosting its
i.n-house functions substant\ai\y
er Ll l<t.k~s to hdp th~m ac:c:amwhen it establishes its foothold in
plish their objectives. We're not
l 00 percent satisfied until they're Signs West awa rd-w in ning design staff has created nearly 70 percent of the Scotchprint world. The comthe new home community signs visib le throughout the Las Vegas Val ley.
pany will become only the 25th
100 percent satisfied. "
sign creator in the country to
There seem to be a lot of satisown the 3M Scotchprint Digital Imaging
fied customers of Signs West these days; the
Casino, Caesars Palace, Coors Brewing Co.,
Del Webb Corp., the City of Las Vegas,
System. Signs West's Scotchprint services
company has created nearly 70 percent of all
will enable the company to handle high resCitibank, Howard Hughes Corp. , Canyon
new home community signs currently up
olution digital imaging for numerous uses,
Gate Golf Course, the Clark County Fire Deacross the valley, and is anticipating achievpartment, Rhodes Homes, the Stratosphere
including making signs that reverse out and
ing annual sales of $40 million within three
Hotel & Casino, Merica Dickerson Advertisdeveloping advertising wraps for stadiums
to five years. Signs West has worked on sign
hosting high-profile sporting events. Thecaing and Public Relations and Stout Manageprojects ranging from hotel/casino interiors
pability will also allow Signs West to expand
and Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA)
ment, to name just a few.
Although Signs West serves a diverse
and gain larger corporate accounts, such as
compliance signage to school and governCampbell's Soups, according to Yurik.
array of clientele , Yurik noted that the comment building placards. Their roster of
"It's essential to foresee where the industry
pany realizes each customer possesses difclients includes Performance Marketing,
ferent needs. "We sit down with every cusis headed and acquire the assets necessary to
Coleman Homes, the MGM Grand Hotel &
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stay competitive and effectively serve
our clients' sign needs," Yurik said of
the decision to expand and purchase
new equipment. "Our enhanced technology ultimately benefits our customers, who now have more sign alternatives at their disposal."
Signs West's award -winning, inhouse design staff will continue to
comprise a valuable resource as the
company moves forward into the next
century. In 1996, the ational Association of Home Builders awarded Signs
West its prestigious National Sales and
Marketing Award for signage.
"We've assembled a design staff that
features some of the region 's top
artists," Yurik noted. "That's critical,
because casinos, developers and other
businesses confront substantial competition in today's local market. Distinctive
signs that appeal to consumers from both
an artistic and practical srandpoint constitute a key factor in attracting customers
to any business. "
Signs West's local growth has been only
one component of its success. Established in
Denver by the Yuriks 12 years ago , the company became a Las Vegas presence in late
1988, bringing with it a philosophy that
continues to revolve around quality, honesty
and standing behind its products. With 42
employees locally and 18 in Denver, Signs
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Signs West staff members are particularly busy
filling signange orders during an election year

West is on the lookout for other markets
into which to expand.
"As we expand locally and look into other
markets , we'll maintain our ongoing emphasis on remaining at the cutting edge of the
industry," Yurik asserted. "We intend to stay
one step ahead of competitors, leaving our
mark as trendsetters rather than followers. "
Signs West is also looking forward to entering the wholesale business and competing with national metal art companies.
"We'll supply metal lettering to sign companies, and assure the same type of quality on

that product that our customers have come
to rely on with everything else we do. "
Signs West has donated to numerous children's causes, including softball and soccer
Little Leagues and the search for a Cystic
Fibrosis cure.
As Signs West's general manager, Beecher
Trail shares both the company's philosophy
of business and giving. Trail honed his people skills as a manager for 10 years at Sage
Construction , a division of Highway
Rentals. Through his involvement in Elks
Lodge 1468, he has supported Safe Haven
Homes for abused children, Hoop Shoot
and Say o to Drugs. He has also chaired
Nevada's largest fund-raiser - Helldorado.
Regardless of the endeavor - be it creating
innovative signs , or golfing for Cystic
Fibrosis - the Signs West and its loyal employees bring a drive, a determination to
succeed and a passion for what they're
doing. Look for this young, aggressive company to remain at the top of its industry as
it evolves to accommodate and incorporate
ever-changing trends and technologies.

For more information, call

Sian& West
4970 Arville
Las Vegas, NV 89102
State-of-the-art equ ipment all ows Signs West to offer a wide selection of creative options.
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Reviewed by
Kathleen Foley

GIFT BASKETS:
Aversatile solution
for any occasion
Sparks Florist
Sparks & Reno

358-7041

esidents of the Reno/Sparks area have
two excellent sources for gift"baskets,
which are becoming very popular with
both individuals and businesses. The two
locations of Sparks Florist specialize in
baskets for all occasions, as well as being
full service florists. Owner Susan Bird
makes up gift baskets for events such as
birthdays and anniversaries, but says they
are also used by businesses as gifts for
clients, especially during the holidays.
Gourmet baskets wrapped in cellophane
are priced from $35 to $55 and up depending on the size of the basket and what
it contains. "We like to cram them full,"
says Bird, "and have all sorts of treats hidden inside for people to discover when the
basket is opened." Gourmet baskets may
include meats and cheeses, crackers,
sweets, and wine or champagne. Sparks
Florist also makes theme baskets such as
junk food baskets containing candy, cookies and popcorn, health food baskets with
granola bars and fruit, and fat-free baskets
filled with guilt-free treats.
In addition to baskets, Sparks Florist
also makes up fresh-cut floral arrange-
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balloon bouquets. The company also sells
live plants and dish gardens.

Baskets and Gifts
Las Vegas

D:c1 v i~ rP.port~

h P.r ,::hop

h :c1~

Whether for a client, employee, or family
member, baskets are a popular corporate gift
solution. Above: a selection from Baskets &
Gifts hints at the variety and versatility.
Kincaid, her son Mark and his wife Karen .
For 17 years, it has operated as a "florist
plus, with a big plus," says Karen Kincaid.
Gift baskets are a major part of the "plus,"
and the Kincaids have developed many
specialties over the years. Besides gourmet gift baskets with coffees, meats and
cheeses, they also provide candy and
cookie baskets and fruit baskets containing tropical fruits like pineapple. Children
love their Munchy Basket containing a
six-pack of soda, chips, snacks and candy
bars. Bachelor party baskets filled with
adult novelties and gag gifts are also pop-

m:c1ny "orpo-

n br ThP. Kin ":c1 irl,:: :c1rP. " " rrP.ntly working

rate accounts, especially with real estate
brokers, construction firms , doctors and
lawyers, but individuals are also using her
services more and more. Baskets and Gifts
has been in business nine years.

with a local hospital to provide a gift basket of baby items for each baby born there.
The shop also has a machine which can
put a small gift item inside a balloon.
Karen Kincaid reports that one customer
put a Teddy Bear holding a diamond ring
inside a balloon as a unique way to propose to his girlfriend.
Many customers have been with the
Kincaids .over 15 years, and Karen Kincaid estimates that 50 percent of their business comes from long-time clientele. •

368-0001

askets and Gifts in Las Vegas specializes in baskets of all types, some containing food only, some containing gift
items, and others a combination of the
rwo. Owner Dawn Davis reports the most

B

popular food baskets are usuall y a mixture
of sweet and savory. Gourmet baskets may
contain meats, crackers, salmon, sausage,
cheese and imported chocolates. A bottle
of wine or other alcohol can be included if
the client desires. Specialty food baskets
include Italian (pasta, sauce, breadsticks
and Chianti), Southwest (chips, salsa and
spicy peanuts), and cookie baskets
combined with either specialty coffees
or teas. Bath baskets containing soaps,
lotions, powders and other bath items
are popular as gifts for women. The company also creates baskets for baby showers, and baskets for weddings or bridal
showers which can be either sexy or romantic. Gift items like stuffed animals,
figurines and collectibles may be tucked
into a basket, or purchased separately.

Kincaid's Flower Korner
North Las Vegas

642-8380

incaid 's Flower Korner, a familyowned business, is run by Mary

K
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SPEAKING FOR NEVADA
by Rose McKinney-James

Creating .Golden Opportunities
in the Silver State
t's an exciting time for renewable
energy resources in our state. And with
an abundance of more than 300 sunny
days each year, Nevada has the opportunity to lead the nation in solar technology
and production.
Solar power is a clean, affordable and
versatile energy source that offers a number of benefits to energy customers as
well as to our communities by providing
an efficient use of a natural resource, low
operating costs, and no air, water, or noise
pollution impacts. At a time when world
leaders are focusing efforts on global
warming and the need to decrease emissions, solar energy looks even more attractive. University studies have shown
the use of solar technology can cut carbon
dioxide emissions by thousands of tons.
Recently passed state laws introduce
exciting opportunities and incentives for
Nevadans, making alternative energy a
more realistic choice for local power customers - in homes or businesses.
One such policy establishes a new domestic energy portfolio standard, which
calls for a percentage of Nevada's energy
to come from renewable resources. This
has prompted local utility companies to
provide customers with ways to support
"green power" options. A new net metering program will all9w consumers to install solar systems and receive a credit on
their electric utility bills for powering
their homes with solar energy. Yet another
program offers tax incentives to builders
of facilities that utilize or supply solar
power. State resources may also be available to assist solar developers in securing
bond financing and arranging long-term
power purchase agreements.
The goal of these efforts is to encourage
private investment in renewable energy

I
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sources, stimulate the economic growth of
the state, and enhance the continued diversification of energy resources in Nevada.
On a national level, President Clinton
last fall announced the federal government
will work with businesses and communities to install solar panels on the roofs of
one million American homes, businesses,
schools, federal , state and local buildings
by the year 2010. This Million Solar
Roofs Initiative is helping further solar
development by trimming the costs of
solar technologies, while creating jobs and
promoting clean energy alternatives
throughout the nation.
Working together to meet this millionroof goal, tlie Department of Energy, in
concert with local governments, state
agencies, solar industry leaders, electric
service providers and non-governmental
organizations, is endeavoring to remove
market barriers and strengthen grassroots
demand for solar technologies in building
applications. Clark County recently issued
a proclamation in support of the program,
and urging local integration of solar and
renewable energy technologies.
In Southern Nevada, solar power is already at work - heating and cooling buildings, lighting billboards and powering
highway signs. We recognize development
costs are higher for renewable resources as
compared to more traditional fossil fuels.
Nonetheless, a recent survey of electric
utility customers found that many residents in Nevada want options for solar and
renewable energies and are willing to pay
more for those options. Yet surprisingly,
commercial and residential building applications have not caught on in Nevada as
quickly as in other parts of the nation.
That's where Nevada's energy customers need to be heard. Your local electric

"A new net metering
program will allow consumers to install solar systems and receive a credit
on their electric utility
bills for powering their
homes with solar energy."
-Rose McKinney-lames
company now offers the option of purchasing clean energy. -Increased demand for
"green power" will reduce technology and
development costs, making solar and renewable energy even more affordable for
Nevada residents and business owners .
With deregulation of the electric power
industry on the horizon, the spotlight on
alternative energy resources will continue
to grow stronger. Greater use of renewabies today will protect our environment,
reduce our reliance on fossil fuels, and ensure energy for generations to come.
Our community leaders and utilities
need to hear from consumers that an energy mix embracing clean, green power
sources is their choice for the future. •
Rose McKinney-James is the president
and CEO of the Corporation for Solar
Technology and Renewable Resources
(CSTRR), a not-for-profit corporation
funded by the Department of Energy and
located in Las Vegas.

INSIDE POLITICS
by Michael Sullivan

SIGNS OF THE TIMES
This year's crop of campaign billboards
will sprout earlier than ever
t's not the kind of bloom you 're likely
to hear about in a plant show or read
about in a local horticulture article, but it's
every bit as bright and colorful as a garden
full of pansies.
Plans are already underway by several
candidates to saturate the valley with
political signs. As you read this it's also
very likely you 've heard dozens of frustrated friends or colleagues start to complain about these unsightly blemishes on
the Nevada landscape.
Just like everything else in Campaign
' 98, the placing of political signage is
starting well ahead of schedule. Normally
candidates wait until just before the beginning, or right after the close of filing, to
make their presence known. Putting signs
out early is a tactic long used to scare off
potential opponents (the idea being if people think you have enough money to put up
signs, you must be formidable).
As expected, governor-in-waiting
Kenny Guinn will lead the early sign parade. The man who announced his candidacy two years before the race will continue setting the trend with an outdoor and
electronic media barrage in early March.
Like lemmings, others will certainly follow once they see Guinn's four-color advertising plastering the valley.
This column, however, is not about the
pros and cons of early signage, nor to take
anyone to task for "littering the landscape"
with political signs.
With everyone advancing the Campaign
' 98 timetable, businesses that make contributions must also review donation lists and
evaluate whether to accelerate their own
deadlines for handing out checks. In order
to understand why this rationale makes
ense, it is important to realize a bit about
the dynamics of a political campaign.
ormally, activity in a political contest
takes place in three stages, each needing a
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certain amount of money to make it work.
At the end of a campaign, an infusion of
money is needed in order to make last
minute media buys or send out attack/
response direct mail. Around June and
July, less money is required because candidates are spending time walking the
district and communicating with voters.
At the beginning, a large amount of the
budget must be spent to kick-off the campaign - ordering signs, printing walk
pieces, paying consultants and producing
give-aways (T-shirts, buttons, stickers).
Unless the candidate is independently
wealthy, there's little money in the till to
· pay for these essential items. That is where
"early money" becomes so important.
Businesses and individuals who contribute to a candidate in the early going
are never forgotten. A $5,000 check in
February or March, when there isn' t a lot
of cash rolling in, stands out like a rose in
a field of dandelions. That same check four
months later is certainly helpful but no
more so than the dozen others that have
finally tumbled in.
One national group that has been extremely successful with this philosophy is
EMILY's List, which supports female candidates for statewide and federal offices.
The organization, whose name is actually
an acronym for Early Money Is Like Yeast
(it makes dough rise), has a large list of
contributors and is famous for providing
the all-important seed money to get a campaign going.
The one obvious flaw in this logic is that
it's much harder to predict who will win a
political contest early in the year. While
many races have substantial favorites, a
good contender might emerge to jeopardize that election outcome. A business
owner might end up having to make another donation if the horse he or she supports
early doesn 't come across the line first.

The benefits of being an early contributor,
however, are well worth the risks involved.
So if you already know you're going to
make campaign contributions in 1998, two
possible courses of action are advisable:
first, take a look at the money budgeted for
each race, and see if there's enough to
break it up into two donations - one early
and one toward the middle or end of the
campaign. If not, then choose the candidate who closely represents your business
views and has a good chance of winning.
Support this person up front and you might
have someone you can talk to the next time
your company deals with the government.
s previously reported in this column,
Clark County Commissioner Lorainne
Hunt is poised to jump into the race for
lieutenant governor. This well-respected
public official will face no major primary
opponent, but will square off against
Democrat Rose McKinney-James in the
general. James carries the momentum and
has already held a fund-raiser co-hosted by
prominent gaming and industry lobbyists.
While this match-up is sure to be interesting, the race for Hunt's county seat
could also bring some excitement to Campaign ' 98. Public Administrator Jared
Shaffer, a Democrat, is the early favorite.
The top players in campaign management
are lining up behind Shaffer, which usually means gaming and development dollars
will come his way.
Even though no strong names have surfaced, the Republicans aren 't likely to relinquish this seat without stiff opposition.
However, if Shaffer is the benefactor of
strong early money, it may be hard for a
GOP candidate to challenge.
•

A

Mike Sullivan runs Paladin Advertising, a
local government affairs and political consulting firm.
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STRATEGIES
by George Fuller

KEY COMPONENTS FOR COMPETITIVE SUCCESS
Keep sight of long-term goals and resist making the short-term quick fix
he ability to beat marketplace competition is an increasingly difficult task
as the business arena for doing battle becomes more global. And even in areas
where competitors are primarily regional
or national, competition for the customer's
dollar is increasingly intense. In response,
some companies take short-term measures
such as reducing prices to maintain their
customer base. Unfortunately, this often
leads to a competitive cycle of discounts,
rebates and other price-cutting measures
which do little more than damage the bottom line for every business involved.
However, the key components for competitive success go far beyond short-term
solutions. In fact, concentrating on shortterm gains while neglecting long-term
goals is a hurdle many businesses struggle
to overcome. This is an acute problem for
large manufacturers (as well as other public corporations) since investors tend to
look at quarterly results. As a consequence, a corporation that foregoes current
gains for future profits faces the prospect
of being skewered by the financial community for lackluster performance.
Nevertheless, with or without the external pressures for short-term performance,
there are other obstacles blocking competitive success. One problem is an emphasis
on the use of technology to the exclusion
of important work force issues that must
be resolved to become a stronger competitor. Despite the importance of technology,
it's ultimately people who design, manufacture, sell and service the product. This
necessitates dealing with a broad array of
personnel topics such as:
• Promoting company-wide teamwork;
• Adopting extensive cross-training
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All too often, the research
and development budget is
one of the first casualties
when the economy slows.
Not far behind are
marketing expenditures.
practices to make better use of the
work force;
• Giving broader responsibility to those
at the working level ;
• Communicating with employees
about technological changes made to
improve efficiency.
Particular attention must be paid to the
training needs of young people entering
the work force who may Jack the skills to
be fully productive. As a result, individual
businesses must take it upon themselves to
provide the necessary training. The alternative is to compete for a li mited supply of
skilled workers, or sit back and wait for a
national consensus to ultimately solve the
education problem. The latter instance
would seriously challenge the global viability of many businesses.
Customer service is another competitive
element that cannot be ignored. This requires the ability to listen to what customers want, since the best product in the
world won' t get far if there's no demand
for it. Therefore, a need exists to design
and manufacture products closely based
upon consumers wants and needs. And, of
course, quality is paramount, since customers won't return once they encounter
poor quality products .

To be truly competitive a company must
also be willing to take risks whether the
economic climate is fair or foul. All too
often, the research and development budget is one of the first casualties when the
economy slows. Not far behind are marketing expenditures. Neglecting these
functions when times are tough not only
allows aggressive competitors to make
market share inroads, but also places a
business further behind in the competition
when economic growth resumes.
Flexibility is another key component of
a competitive business . This allows for a
rapid shift of resources to respond to
changes both within the general economy
and the corporation 's specific markets. In
line with this, there's a need to get away
from a mind-set that seeks growth for
growth's sake. In fact, the larger a business
becomes, the harder it is to maintain the
flexibility necessary to compete.
Long-term planning, participative management, efficient use of technology,
adequate employee training, effective marketing, customer-focused products and
overall organizational flexibility are broad
ingredients for competitive success.
final ingredient is confident leadership in
the face of risk. Of course, mistakes will
be made along the way, and critics will
abound; particularly in areas where a
changing strategy goes against the self-interest of a particular group. However.
those businesses that stay the course will
ultimately be able to compete anywhere
with anyone, whether home or abroad .•

George Fuller 's latest book is The
Workplace Survival Guide, published b)
Prentice Hall.
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AVOID TAX FILING ERRORS IN THE NICK OF TIME
Simple oversights can create delays and penalties
istakes on your tax return can result
in processing delays, costly penalties, and even unwanted Internal Revenue
Service inquiries. That's why it's important to review your tax return thoroughly.
Don ' t know where to begin? Here's a
checklist of items the Nevada Society of
CPAs suggests you review before mailing
yo ur return. Take the time to check
through it twice, and you may avoid making some of the mistakes hundreds of taxpayers make every year.
1. Use correct Social Security numbers.
It's easy to transpose a number or leave
one out altogether. That's why you should
make sure you list the correct Social Seculity numbers for you , your spouse, and
your dependents, as well as your childcare provider if you are claiming the dependent care credit. Incorrect numbers
may prompt an IRS inquiry.
2. Check the tax tables and your filing
status. Determine whether your filing status is single, married filing jointly, married
filing separately, or head of household.
Then be sure to refer to the corresponding
tax table to accurately calculate your taxes.
3. Review all 1099 forms for accuracy.
These forms are provided by institutions
or individuals who pay you interest, dividends, freelance income, etc. Check the
forms for accuracy and be sure they correspond with amounts listed on your tax return. If there are any inconsistencies, it's
your responsibility to resolve them, preferably before you submit your return.
4. Check all withholding statements.
Make sure you have received W-2 withholding statements from those who provided you with employment income and
that the statements are accurate. If not, ask
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It's your responsibility to
resolve inconsistencies in
any l 099 forms you receive, preferably before
you submit your return.
for a corrected copy from your employer.
5. Get credit for your tax withlzoldings
and estimated payments. Total all estimated tax payments and taxes withheld and
correctly enter the figure on your return for
full credit against your tax liability.
6. Determine taxable Social Security
benefits. Use the correct base figures applicable to your filing status in calculating
taxable Social Security benefits.
7. Claim the correct number of dependent exemptions. Here's an opportunity to
save that many people overlook. You may
claim a dependent exemption totalling up
to $2,650 for children, parents, and other
dependents you support, provided you are
not subject to the phase-out of exemptions
for high-income taxpayers. Generally, you
must provide more than 50 percent of the
support for the dependent, and the dependent must have 1997 gross income of less
than $2,650. This gross-income rule does
not apply if the dependent is your child
and is either under age 19, or is a full-time
student under age 24.
If you are divorced, make sure you and
your ex-spouse agree who can claim the
dependency exemption for yo ur child.
Generally, the parent who has custody of
the child for the greater part of the year is
entitled to claim the exemption.
8. Report all non-deductible IRA contri-

butions. If you made a non-deductible individual retirement account contribution
for 1997, be sure to fill out Form 8606 and
attach it to your return.
9. Don 't overlook the earned income
credit. The earned income credit, which
can directly reduce your taxes, is frequently overlooked by qualified taxpayers. Generally, you may claim the credit on your
1997 return if you had earned income and
you fall into certain low-income categories. You can have the IRS calculate the
credit for you by checking the appropriate
box on your tax return.
10. Check your math. Make sure there
are no math errors in computing any tax
balance that is due, or refund owed you.
11. Attach the appropriate documentation. Be sure your W-2 withholding
statements are attached to your tax return.
Also, attach all the relevant forms you
are filing with your tax return in the proper order. Form 1040 should always be on
top. Put the remainder of the forms in the
order of the attachment sequence numbers,
generally listed in the top right-hand corner of each form. Behind those come any
other statements or other unofficial documents you submit.
12. Be sure you sign your return. Unsigned returns will be sent back to you and
may be treated as if never filed. As a result,
you could be assessed a late-filing penalty,
or have your refund delayed.
Finally, if after filing your return you
have a problem you can't resolve through
normal channels, call the IRS Problem
Resolution Office in your district.
•
Prepared by the Nevada Society of
Certified Public Accountants.
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CUTTING EDGE
by David J. Stipech

THE "HOW" vs. THE "WOW" OF BUYING SOFTWARE
It's easy to be dazzled into making unnecessary purchases

t's an amazing, computerized world we
live in these days. All that computing
power at our fingertips in a small machine
on our desk.
And the software that's available can do
everything from lighting-fast number
crunching to incredible graphics, not to
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mention all that mind-boggling tr41i~~-~~~
stuff for the Internet.
But software is not like other
things we buy. Its value is found solely in what it does to save us time or
make money before it becomes outdated. And from what I've seen over the
years (and by perusing my own shelves),
a significant portion of the billions of dollars worth of software purchased each year
turns out to be a lousy investment.
So, before you run out and buy the latest
dazzling programs for your PC or Mac,
there are a number of items to think about:
Beware the
Do you need it now?- Unless you have
slick, col01ful catalog
an immediate need for a specific software
- it may be difficult to resist
package, don' t buy it. Programs that sit on
making those impulse software purchases
a shelf for even a few months can become
which end up collecting dust on a shelf.
outdated, and perhaps even forgotten. And
depending on when you buy, you may find
and there's definitely no interest in buying
an upgrade is necessary by the time you do
used software a year or two later.
get around to using it, adding to the cost.
Upgrades - And you thought you were
Software is not an item to "keep on hand
finished buying the software when you
just in case." If you don' t need it now,
shelled out the bucks the first time. Think
don't buy it now.
again. In addition to small bug fix releases
Pricey today, no value tomorrow (3.0la, etc.), major upgrades are a more
Professional-level design software, 3-D
and more frequent occurrence, and come
rendering packages and combination ofat an increasingly high cost, sometimes
fice software are among the most expenhundreds of dollars every year or so.
sive, many costing upwards of $800. Once
Again, buying the latest version when you
software is open, it's not returnable; it is
actually need it is the only cost-effective
certainly not an item that someone will
buy from you - at least not at face value way to buy software.
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Learning curve, training time - Another deceiving part of software is
its aura of being "easy to
use." All software requires
some learning. Typically, the
more expensive a program is,
the higher the learning curve.
The real cost of the software includes employee learning and
training time. If a staff member is
the trained "expert" on that software,
you'd better figure on replacement
and retraining costs when he or she
leaves the company.
A better way? - Even though it may be
cool to do everything on a computer, software is also no bargain if there is a simpler,
less expensive means of doing the job in a
more traditional fashion. A paper-and-pencil calendar may be a better solution than a
cumbersome scheduling program. And for
those of us in the creative industry, there
are still plenty of times when traditional
cut-and-paste gets it done faster and easier
than on the computer.
Compatibility - Most new software is
compatible with various computers, old
and new, but make sure to check it out
thoroughl y. Today ' s programs require
speedier processors and a lot more random
access memory (RAM) and hard drive
space than just a few years ago. And what
does compatible mean? It may work, but
will it really function as promised at a
reasonable speed on your computer? And
just because today's version may do just
fine, upgrades tend to require even more
RAM and hard disk space, so plan for tomorrow, not just today.

Catalogs - The computer mail order
business has boomed in the past seven or
eight years, bringing great prices and fast
shipping to our doorsteps. But browse at
your own risk. Toss the latest catalog in a
drawer for when you have a real need. Catalogs often offer great prices, but always
keep in mind the glitzy pieces are enticing
and extremely effective in extracting large
numbers of dollars from the unwitting
souls who venture into the glossy pages for
a mere stroll.
Beware of bundles - They seem like
such a great deal: several programs packaged together at a great price. But unless
you are already in the market for all the
bundled items, you 're wasting money. Or
at the very least, you 're getting a program
that may distract you from your real
focus and consume precious time (you
mean those 20 hours playing the "free"

Megahyperblaster aren't considered billable time?). And needless software only
serves to clog up already limited hard
drive and shelf space.
Take it for a demo - Many top software
vendors have websites featuring demonstration versions of their programs. By
downloading these files , you receive a
free, scaled-down version of the program
you can take for a spin before you make
your purchasing decision. Software is definitely something you should " try before
you buy" whenever possible.
Rebates, return periods and pirating Rebates are a big part of making software
prices look more inviting; but weigh benefits vs. the full price, because most people never send rebates in. There are still
some mail order companies who offer a
30-day money back guarantee - just make
sure you evaluate the program right away

Communications
Technology

I
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to return it by the deadline if it doesn't pan
out. And pirating- copying and distributing commercial software - is tempting,
commonplace and very illegal. The equivalent of theft, software piracy is a federal
crime that could land an individual, or an
entire company, in very big trouble, so
don't be a party to it.
Ultimately, whether you 're a small
business user, or in a large corporate office, before you spend a penny, make sure
you carefully evaluate your potential use,
needs and timing - the "how," not just the
"wow" - when buying software.
Now, may I take your order for Dustgatherer 2.0 or Spacewaster '98?
•
David Stipech is a freelance writer on
business, humor and family topics and
founder of The David Company, a Renobased PR and marketing firm.
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Reputable Pool Contractors Do Exist
,t !though a number of pool contracting
1\_ horror stories have recently been in
the news, it's imporrant to remember the
majority of pool conu·actors remain committed to performing quality work whi le
adhering to ethical business principles.
Across the state, the construction boom,
with its accompanying populatio n surge,
will yield an ongoing need for pool contractors. Fortunately for consumers, the
state has pool builders capable of accommodating virtually any waterscape need .
Contracting with a company to install a
pool represents a substantial construction
project, so be sure to check with the Nevada State Contractors Board and the Better
Business Bureau before choosing your
contractor. Also, obtain references from
prior customers. If coordinated properly,
your pool can add significantly to your
home's value for years to come.

Also flo urishing across the state are
manufacturing companies, here to take
advantage of our pro-business environment and reasonable tax structure. As diverse industries arrive in Nevada, the state
can decrease its reliance on gaming and
more effectively ensure the stability of future business cycles. Look for Nevada's
importance as a manufacturing and distribution center to grow as developers work
hard to keep pace with demands for industrial real estate.
The nation 's strong economy has mirrored evada's in recent years, boosting
the necessity for in-state securities brokerages and the sound investment and financial advice they proffer. In addition, nonprofit organizations continue to find
Nevada a prime place for doing business,
as they enhance the economy with a variety of services and functions .

Research by lisa Maguire
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Your Employees Won't Want to Go Home!
The Commercial Specialists at Carpet Barn offer
Las Vegas businesses the lowest prices on Commercial
Carpet) Ceramic Tile) Sheet Vinyl) Area Rugs) Wall
and Window Coverings.
Look to Carpet Barn for your office remodeling,
tenant improvements) hotel renovations) apartments
and retail showrooms. Your employees will love you
for it!

NO JOB IS
TOO SMALL
OR TOO LARGE!
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Manufacturing Companies
Ranked by Total Nevada Employees
No. EMX

PLOYH S

1997
PERCENT OF
GROSS REVENUE PRODUCTION
(APPROXIMAl<)
FOR EXPORT

MANUFACTURING COMPANY
ADDRESS

PHONE

R.R. Donnelly & Sons
14100 Lear Blvd .
Reno 89506

677-3883

540
1987

DND

2

Winnemucca Farms
One Potato Place
Winnemucca 89445

623-2900

200
1972

3

Ocean Spray Cranberries, Inc.
1301 American Pacific Pkwy
Henderson 89014

566-7100

4

LSP Products Group, Inc.
3689 Arrowhead Drive
Carson Ci ty 89706

5

Louisiana Pacific Corporation
325 Industrial Drive
Fernley 89408

5

PolyPhaser Corporation
A Smith Industries Company
2225 Park Place
Mind-en 89423

z
<

"'

YEAR EST.

SENIOR NV EXECUTIVE
TYPES OF PRODUCTS

MARKETS SERVED

HEADQUARTERS

DND

Newspapers, Magazines, Catalogs

Retail, Catalog, Magazine

Paul Erickson
Chicago, IL

DND

DND

Fresh Potatoes, Processed Potato Products, Hay, Grain

DND

John O'Brien
Winnemucca, NV

190
1994

DND

10

Juice Drinks, Juice Cans. Juice Bottles

Western US. Western Canada

Doug Reifsteck
Lakeville, MA

884-4242

175
1993

DND

DND

Plumbing Specialties

Plumbing Supply House

Robert Blank
Irving, TX

575-5700

150
1993

DND

DND

Gang-Lam XVI, LPI - Joists, Engineered
Wood Products

Engineered Wood Products

DND
Fernley, NV

150
1984

$24,000,000

33

Lightning/ EMP Protection. Grounding
Accessories

Communications

John Cole
Minden , NV

Communication Servers, NT Servers,
E-mail Servers

High-tech, Fortune 500

Don Lehr
AI Fiegehen
Carson City, NV

After Market Automotive Performance
Parts, Distributors, Fuel Pumps, Ignition
Systems, Cams, Valve Train Components

Export, Import, Wholesale,
Manufacturer

D. Craig Mullet
Carson City, NV

Regulators, Valves, Flow Controllers

Industrial, Medical

Richard Mann
Carson City, NV

Reel Slot Machines, Video Poker Machines, Specialty Gaming Machines

Nevada, New Jersey, Mississippi, Balance of North Ameri ca

Jim Jackson
Las Vegas, NV

Plastic Distribution , Machined Plastics,
Vacuum Formed Plastics, Signage, Plastic
Fabrication

Consumer/Retail, Gaming Industry, Manufacturing

Warren Tripp
Sparks, NV

Paints & Coatings, Marking Paints, Lubricants, Cleaners, Release Agents, Specialty Coatings

Industrial Supply, OEM/MRO,
Survey Supply, Construction
Supply

David A. Wi lliams
Gardnerville, NV

Flexible PVC Sheet, Gravure Prin ting,
Laminating

Home Furnishings, Medical,
Loose Leaf (Binders, Covers),
Automotive After-Market

David W. Smith
Winchester, VA

782-2511

5

Cubix Corporation
2800 Lockheed Way
Carson City 89706

888-1000

150
1979

DND

DND

8

Mallory, Inc.
550 Mallory Way
Carson City 89701

882-6600

130
1969

25 ,000,000

10

8

Sierra Manufacturing
2801 Arrowhead Drive
Carson City 89706

887-2640

130
1976

DND

DND

8

Sigma Game, Inc.
7160 S. Amigo Street
Las Vegas 89119

260-3100

130
1984

DND

3

8

Tripp Plastics
250 Greg Street
Sparks 89431

355-7552

130
1950

DND

DND

12

Aerovoe Pacific Company, Inc.
1198 Sawmill Road
Gardnerville 89410

782 -0100

125
1988

25,000,000

15

12

O 'Sullivan Plastics Corp.
270 Highway 95A
Yerington 89447

463-2374

125
1984

20,000,000

0

14

Securitron Magnalock Corp.
550 Vista Blvd.
Sparks 89434

355-5625

105
1993

17,000,000

25

Electromagnetic Locks, Touch Sense Exit
Devices, Low Voltage Power Supplies,
Digital Entry Keypads

Industrial, Institutional

Robert Cook
Sparks, NV

15

Crumrine Gold & Silversmiths
145 Catron Drive
Reno 89512

786-3712

101
1980

7,400,000

10

Belt Buckles, Jewelry, Fashion Acces series, Executive Gifts

Western Retail,
Specialty/Niche Retail

David Crumrine
Reno, NV

16

Sweetheart Cup Company
4425 Mitchell
North Las Vegas 89031

644-0980

100
1977

DND

3

Disposable Food Products, Cups, Plates,
Straws, Lids

Distributors, Fast Food Stores,
Hospitals

Marcia Rose
Baltimore, MD

16

The Clarkson Company
650 Spice Island Drive
Sparks 89431

359-4100

100
1986

24,000,000

60

Control Valves, Reasant Feeders, Slunry
Handling Knifegate Valves

Mining, Power Generation ,
Pulp & Paper, Construction

Curtis Clarkson
Sparks, NV

18

Milgard Windows
40 N. Mojave Road
Las Vegas 89101

453-1 23 4

85
1992

10,000,000

0

Windows, Doors, Sky Lights, Replacement Windows

Construction, Remodel, Light
Commercial

Bill Spencer
Tacoma, WA

19

Universal Urethane
4201 E. Lone Mountain
N. Las Vegas 89129

643 -3626

82
1993

5,1 62 ,000

18

SPA Pillows, Fitness Pads, O EM, Wheelchair Armrests, Auto Dashes & Interiors,
Bolster Pads for Slot Machines

Automotive, SPA, Fitness,
Medical, Gaming

Scott Evans
N. Las Vegas, NV

20

Fisher Space Pen Co.
711 Yucca Street
Boulder City 89005

293-3011

75
1976

8,000,000

30

Pressurized Ball Point Pens, Space Pens,
Plotter Pens

DND

Paul Fisher
Boulder City, NV

21

Athena International
1198 Sawmill Road
Gardnerville 89410

782-0100

10
1989

1,000,000

0

Injection Molded Parts, Aerosol Can Recycling Equipment

Can Closure, Dispensing &
Packaging, Waste Management, Recycling

Mark D. Williams
Gardnerville, NV

N/ A

Berry Plastics
300 E. Horizon Drive
Henderson 89015

564-7770

DND
1986

DND

DND

Plastic Rigid Containers, Plastic Drink
Cups, Plastic Industrial Parts

DND

Martin Fannen
Evansville, IN

DND = Did not disclose

BOOKEm:]LISJS DilJ
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Note: The above information was supplied by representatives of the listed companies 10 response to faxed survey forms. Companies not appearing did not respond. To the best of our knowledge, the information is accurate as of press time.
While every effort is made to ensure accuracy and thoroughness. errors and omi~ons do occur. Send corrections or additions on company letterhead to TopRank Nevada Statewide Book of Usts, Research Dept , 2127 Paradise Rd .. LV, NV 89104.
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Make the Turn
to Blue Skies
Be a Part of the Pollution Solution!
Regional Transportation Commission
of Clark County (RTC) and the "Make
the Turn to Blue Skies" campaign can
help you and your company become invalved in finding solutions to Southern

Nevada's air quality problems.
The Las Vegas Valley has over 800,000
vehicles traveling its roadways. This has
lead to traffic congestion, unpleasant
commutes and poor air quality.

Here are simple changes you can make
to help you clean our air and ease traffic congestion:

• Consolidate errands • Time your travel between 9 am & 4 pm
• Carpool • Ride a bike or walk when taking short trips
• Ride the CAT bus
By eliminating just one trip per day, one day per week, we can make a difference and
help keep Southern Nevada a great place to live, work and play, and be a part of the
pollution solution.

Interested in getting your company involved in our air quality?
Here are many things you can do:
• Call 455-3256 to schedule an informative briefing with an RTC representative to discuss options and
solutions.
• Set up a carpool or van pool with friends and co-workers.
• Ask your company to distribute or make CAT bus passes available for purchase at your place of business.
• Install bike racks and secured storage for employees who bike to work.
• Establish flexible work schedules to avoid excessive idling during busy traffic times.

For more information about the RTC, the "Make the Turn to Blue Skies" campaign or the
CAT bus system, please call the Pollution Solution Hotline at 455-3256.

r--------------------------------------------------------------------------------,
Are You Already a Pollution Solution Partner? We want to recognize your efforts!

1

: Does your company encourage clean air practices? Do many of your employees carpool or ride the
:CAT bus to work ? Have you distributed "clean air" information to your employees? We want to
1
know!

:

1

1

Pollution Solution Activities:

Your Name _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _Company Name
Address---- - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Phone _ _ __ __ _ _ __ _ _ _ __ _.Fax
Please fax this form to 368-441 7, or mail it to:
RTC/Make the Tum to Blue Skies Campaign • 3150 W. Sahara Ave., Suite B22 • Las Vegas, NV 89 102
L--------------------------------------------------------------------------------~
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Pool Contractors
Ranked by Pools Contracted in 1997
"z

~

3
4

5

6
7
8

9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
N/ A

PooL CoHTRAaOR
ADDRESS
Anthony & Sylvan Pools
2890 E. Tropicana Avenue, Las Vegas 89131
Whitaker Pools & Spas
5455 Cameron, Ste. 2, Las Vegas 89118
Blue Haven Pools
1126 S. Rainbow Blvd ., Las Vegas 89102
Renaissance Pools & Spas
1245 N. Boulder Highway, Henderson 89015
Aqua Blue Pools
3310 Sirius Avenue, Las Vegas 89130
Pools by Grube
3401 Sirius, Ste. 5, Las Vegas 89102
Award Pools & Spas
3720 E. Sunset Road, Ste. 107, Las Vegas 89120
Smart Pools & Spas
3015 E. Sunset Road , Las Vegas 89119
California Pools & Spas
1911 S. Rainbow Blvd., Las Vegas 89102
Tropic Isle Pools, Inc.
2545 E. Chandler Avenue, Ste. 1, Las Vegas 89120
Mission West Pools
1750 S. Rainbow Blvd., Ste. 11 , Las Vegas 89102
Monterey Pools
3111 S. Valley View Blvd, Ste. L-101, Las Vegas 89102
Baja Pools & Spas
3281 S. Highland Drive, Ste. 801, Las Vegas 89109
Certified Pool & Spa, Inc.
555 E. 4th Street, Reno 89512
Dolphin Pools & Spas, Inc.
2441 Tech Center Court, Ste. 115, Las Vegas 89128
Swan Pools
2445 N. Green Valley Pkwy. Ste. 607, Henderson 89014
Ozzie Kraft Enterprises, Inc.
204 S. Jones Blvd. , Las Vegas 89107
Water FX
652 Middlegate Road, Ste. B, Henderson 89105
Artistic Pool & Spa, Inc.
2980 S. Rainbow Blvd ., Las Vegas 89102

PHONE
736-1327

1997 POOLS
CONTRAGED YEAR EST. EMPLOYEES
674
1985
123
1970

52

505

1982

31

201

1991

20

253-6468

568

795-9500
566-5536

•
•
•
•

248-8544

124

1991

21

•

364 -8668

120

1965

5

398-0068

100

1995

DND

•
•

269-1777

95

1994

10

254-2654

84

1987

13

736-1994

80

1994

5

259-7746

65

1985

7

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

871-6798

64

1977

10

732-0502

63

1992

6

323-8405

50

1978

10

•

•

243-6600

41

1993

7

•

646-2707

•
•
•
•
•

35

1994

6

•

878-4206

29

1942

21

566-2 12 1

8

1996

3

870-6760

DND

1973

4

•
•
•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

•
•
•

•

•
•
•
•

•

•

•
•

•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

•

•

•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

•

•

•

•

Matt Whitaker
Stephen Treese
Jim Alexander
Michael Ryan

•
•

•

Fred Miller

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Carmine C. Uvino

David Klohr

•

Foster A. Cannon
Denn is Hayward

•

Doug Wilson
DND
Jim Villani
Joe Trombley

•

•

F. Gary Villani
Bryan P. Gorman
Kevin Kraft

•
•

Tim Pangborn
Ron Foglia

DND = Did not disclose
LISTS ~ Note: The above infonnabon was supplied by representatives of the listed companies in response to faxed survey forms. Companies not appearing did not respond. To the best of our knowledge, the information is accurate as of press time.
BOOK ~
OF
~ While every effort is made to ensure accuracy and thoroughness, errors and omissions do occur. Send correcbons or addibons on company letterhead to TopRank Nevada Statewide Book of lists, Research Depl, 2117 Paradise Rd., LV, NV 89104.

Celebrations Are Our Specialties
WEDDINGS • THEME PARTIES • ANNIVERSARIES • CLUBS
• AFFORDABLE PRICES
• FOUR IDEAL ROOMS TO ACCOMMODATE YOUR
SEMINAR , MEETING OR EXHIBIT
• FULL CATERING SERVICES FOR UP TO

300

• PROFESSIONAL & COURTEOUS STAFF
• 4400 SQ. FT. OF FLEXIBLE MEETING
FACILITIES

& BANQUET

• RESTAURANT/LOUNGE
• CONVENIENT PARKING

731 2020
800-634-6501

3500 Paradise Road
Las Vegas, NV 89109
One block from The Convention Center / 3 blks from the strip
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: Where can a busy executive go to find
- key prospects
- info on the competition
- new business inspiration
- sterling investment opportunities, OR
- a new golf course to conquer ...

PREMIER ISSUE!

$29.95
Accurate and in-depth information providing names and numbers for more than 50 industry segments
• Building & Construction • Finance • Business Services • General Interest • Healthcare & Insurance
• Hospitality & Travel • Professional Firms & Associations • Real Estate

GAIN A COMPETITIVE EDGE - Order your copy today!
Order by Phone (702) 735-7003 or
Mail your check for $37.05* to 2127 Paradise Rd., Las Vegas, NV 89104
$29.95 + $5.00 shipping & handling+

$2.~0

sales tax (Nevada residents only)

TopRankiNevada
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Non-Profit Organizations
Ranked by Total Members/Donors
"'
"'
z
«

NON· PROFIT ORGANIZATION
ADDRESS 1
ADDRESS 2
E·MAIL I WEBSITE
United Way of Southern Nevada
1660 E. Flamingo Rd., LV 89119
811 Ryland St., Reno 89502
uwaysn.org

NEVADA:

PHONE(S)
MARKETtNG

I

MEMBERSHIP:

CONTACT(S)
Gail Ousley

PHONE(S)
892·2354

734-CARE
322-8668

MEMBERS
EMPlOYEES

YR. ESTAB LISHED
HEADQUARTERS

SENIOR NV EXECUTIVE(S)
Garth R. Winckler (LV)
Brian Bowden (Reno)

MISSION

80,000
24

1957
Las Vegas, NV

To build a better community by providing leadership and
maximizing human service resources.

Boulder Dam Area Council, Boy Scouts of America
1135 University Rd., LV 89119

736·4366

Mike Miller

736-4366

32 ,486
32

1944
Las Vegas, NV

To instill values in youth, preparing them to make ethical
choices during their lifetime in achieving their full potential.

Ron Garland

YMCA of Southern Nevada
4141 Meadows Lane, LV 89107

877-9622

Christine Vaughn

877-9622

23 ,000
50

1944
Las Vegas, NV

To put Christian principles into practice through programs that
build healthy spirit, mind and body for all.

J. William Starmer

American Heart Association, Western State Affiliate
6370 W. Flamingo Rd., Ste. 1, LV 89103
www.amhrt.org

367·1366

John McNeil

367-1366

20,000
8

1958
Dallas, TX

Reducing disability and death from cardiovascular disease and
stroke.

John McNeil

American Lung Association of Nevada
6119 Ridgeview Court, Ste. 100, Reno 89509
jholck@lungs.org

829-5864

DND

DND

16,000
8

1916
Reno, NV

The prevention of lung disease and the promotion of lung
health.

John Holck

799-1010

15,000
86

1968
Las Vegas, NV

To provide a self-supporting, universally accessible, and locally
responsive television service offering quality educational,
cultural, public affairs, and entertainment programs.

Tom Axtell

DND

15,000
17

1945
Phoenix, AZ

The nationwide community-based voluntary health organiza·
tion dedicated to eliminating cancer and diminishing suffering
from cancer through research, education, advocacy & services.

Willette Ballard
Loni Harris

12,000
20

1917
Washington, DC

To prevent, prepare for, and respond to emergencies and
provide relief to victims of disasters.

Rick Diebold (LV)
Leslie Schaeffer (Reno)
Jim Welsh (Eiko)

http:llwww.lv~.comlcommnuitylinklymca

4

6

6

KLVX-TV Channel10 I KNPB ChannelS
4210 Channel10 Dr., LV 89119
1670 N. Virginia Ave., Reno 89557
wwwklvx.org
American Cancer Society
1325 E. HaiTnon Ave., LV 89119
willetteb@aol.com
American Red Cross
1155 E. Sahara Ave., Ste. 27, LV 89104
1190 Corporate Blvd., Reno 89502
PO Box 5160, Elko 89802

9

Nevada Policy Research Institute
PO Box 20312, Reno 89515
npri@policy.reno.nv.us I http:llwww.npri.org

10

Boys & Girls Clubs of Las Vegas
2850 S. Lindell Rd., PO Box 26689 , LV 891 26
2680 E. 9th St., Reno 89512
http:\ \coyote.accessnv.coml cranorlb&gclubs

Kurt Mische
799-1010
784·4555
798-6877

DND

791 -3311
856-1000
753-9600

Rick Diebold
Leslie Schaeffer
Jim Welsh

791-3311
856-1000
753-9600

786-9600

Kari M. Lamey

786-9600

11,000
6

1991
Reno, NV

To focus research on real economic growth, equal rights, educational opportunity, the benefits of family and community, the
environment and governmental and regulatory effectiveness.

Judy Cresanta

Terri Maruca

367-2582

10,000
56

1996
Las Vegas, NV

Promote leadership, character, health and career development
of youth, with special concern for at-risk youth. Emphasis on
social, cultural and educational growth.

Michael H. Meyer

453-2206

9,500
83

1950
DND

DND

9,000
28

1939
Reno, NV

385-3677

• 8,500
34

1950
New York, NY

DND

8,000
2

1940
White Plains, NY

367-2582
331 -3605

11

So. Calif. - Nevada Regional Council of Carpenters
501 N. Lamb, LV 89110

453-2206

Marc Furman

12

Sierra Nevada Girl Scout Council
605 Washington St., Reno 89503

322-0642

DND

13

Frontier Girl Scout Council
2530 Stewart Ave. , LV 89101
www.fgsc.org

385-3677

Kelle 8oteilho

14

March of Dimes
4598 S. Virginia, Reno 89502

826-2166

DND

15

Nevada Broadcasters Association
1050 E. Flamingo Rd., S-110, LV 89119

794-4994

Darren Schwartz

871-0177

5,000
102

1961
las Vegas, NV

To protect, promote and enhance the broadcast industry.

15

The Nature Conservancy
1771 E. Flamingo Rd. , Ste~111 -B ,LV 89119
443 Marsh Ave., Reno 89509
www.tnc.org

Gian Galassi

737-8744

5,000
12

1995
Arlington, VA

To preserve plants, animals and natural communities that
represent the diversity of life on Earth by protecting the lands
and waters they need to survive.

4,645
30

737-8744
322-4990

17

State Bar of Nevada
600 E. Charleston Blvd., LV 89104

382-2200

Pami Kowal

382-2200

18

The Las Vegas Rescue Mission, Inc.
480 West Bonanza Rd. , LV 89106-3242

382-1766

Rev. Edward
H. Compton

382 -1766

19

Boys & Girls Clubs of Western Nevada
673 S. Stewart St., Carson City 89701
becwn@aol.com

882-8820

DND

20

Nevada Tennis Association
2840 E. Flamingo Rd., Ste. E-2, LV 89121
nvtennis.com@aol

792-8384

21

Better Business Bureau of Southern Nevada
P.O. Box 44108 l as Vegas, 89116-2108
vegasbbb@vegas.infi.net

440-3003

21

NAACP
912 W. Owens, LV B9106

638-6390

Mrs. A. Harrison

23

Cri~s

Pregnancy Center of las Vegas
721 E. Charleston Blvd., Ste. 6, LV 89104
cpc@netxs.net

3B6-2139

DND

24

National Multiple Sclerosis Society
6000 S. Eastern Ave., Ste. 5C, LV 89119

736-7272

Sue Miller

25

Nevada Association for the Handicapped
6200 W. Oakey Blvd., LV 89102

870-7050

Angie Wallin

26

Alzheimers Association of Northern Nevada
705 S. Wells, Ste. 225, Reno 89502

786-8061

DND

Make-A -Wish Foundation
4625 Wynn Rd., Ste. 106, LV 89103
www.wish.org/southemnevada

367-1440

27

1929
Las Vegas, NV

To be the biggest and best carpenters union in Nevada.

Marc Furman

Creating opportunities for all girls to fulfill their dreams and
reach their potential.

Vicki N. Wright

To reach out to all girls, providing positive opportunities that inPatricia S. Miller
crease potential and self worth.
Save funds to prevent birth defects in babies & provide local
programs to educate & serve mothers and children.

Dale Anderson
Robert D. Fisher
Steve Hobbs

To govern the legal profession in Nevada subject to approval of Wayne Blevins
the Supreme Court.

3,642
B

1971
las Vegas, NV

Provide emergency services for the needy. Residential rehab proRev. Edward H. Compton
grams for the homeless including employment opportunities.

DND

3,400
12

DND
Carson City, NV

Youth development, facility based, agency, serving youth 7-18
years old providing daily after school and holiday programs.

DND

DND

3,000
4

1976
To promote the growth of tennis in all levels of play.
White Plains, NY

DND

440-3020

2,500
15

1955
las Vegas, NV

Promote and foster the highest ethical relationship between
businesses and the public through voluntary se~-regulation,
consumer & business education and service excellence.

Sylvia Campbell

657-0599

2,500
0

1928
Baltimore, MD

To improve the political, social and economic status of minority
groups; to eliminate racial prejudice.

Rev. James Rogers

DND

1,800
8

19B5
las Vegas, NV

To show the love of God through Jesus Christ to women and
their families during and after an unplanned pregnancy.

Rosemarie Heidenreich

736-7272

1,300
5

1986
New York, NY

To end the devastating effects of multiple sclerosis.

870-7050

1,200
120

1978
las Vegas, NV

To bring the community and Nevadans with disabilities
together.

DND

1,000
1

1989
Chicago, ll

800

1996
las Vegas, NV

Karla Jacobson

367-1440

3

Cathy Blankenship

Sandy Foley

Sue Miller
Vince Triggs

To provide leadership to eliminate Alzheimer's disease through
advancement of research while enhancing care and support
services for individuals and their families.
Grant wishes to children (2-112 to 18) who suffer from life
threatening illnesses.

DND

Karla Jacobson

CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE
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Non-Profit Organizations

(continued)

Ranked by Total Membel"s/Donol"s

28

NON· PROFIT ORGANIZATION
ADDRESS 1
ADDRESS 2
E·MAIL I WEBSITl'
Down Syndrome Organization of So. Nevada
5300 Vegas Dr. , LV 89108-2347
dsosn.@aol.com

NEVADA:

PHONE(S)
MARKETING/ MEMBERSHIP ;

CONTACT(S)

PHONE(S)

MEMBERS

EMPLOYEES

YR. ESTABLISHED
HEADQUARTERS

MISSION

SENIOR NV ExecunvE(s)

648·1990

Linda Vandruff

648-1990

500

1987
Las Vegas, NV

To help people with Down Syndrome achieve their full potential Kathryn Treants
in the community.

29

Associated General Contractors
4052 South Industrial Rd., LV 89103

796-9986

Dawn Scroggs

796·9986

440
10

1987
Washington, DC

The AGC is the voice oi commercial, industrial, heavy/highway
and underground construction industry.

Steve Holloway

30

Nevada Restaurant Association
4820 Alpine Place, Ste. F-203, LV 89107
heffner@worldnet.att.net

878·2313

Anthony Albnan

878·2313

414
5

1982
Las Vegas, NV

The NRA is a trade association serving the needs of the food
service, hospitality & tourism industries in Nevada.

Van V. Heffner

31

Crisis Pregnancy Center of Reno
200 Brinkby Ave., Reno 89509

826-5144

DND

DND

400
7

1983
Reno, NV

32

Casino Management Association
3172 N. Rainbow, Ste. 254, LV 89108
www.rgtonline.com/cma

593-5477

DND

DND

371
0

1994
Las Vegas, NV

To expand the knowledge and expertise of casino professionals
through education, information and networking opportunities.

Marc Weiswasser

33

Health Insight
4600 Kietzke Lane, Ste. D-135, Reno 89502
901 Rancho Lane, LV 89106

487-2290

300
37

1988
Salt Lake City, UT

Health Insight serves as a pri mary agent in focusing community
energy on significant and continuing improvement in the
quality of health care.

Georgia McGuire (Reno)
Sheri Steelman (LV)

Lynn Ann Martin 658-2616

300

1983
Las Vegas, NV

WIC provides a networking forum, educational & employment
opportunitie> & recognition to an active membership, in
addition to support of students.

Susan Fleitz

0

33

Grace Howitz
826- 1996
385-9933

To demonstrate God's love by reaching out to people faced with DND
issues related to sexuality, pregnancy & post-abortion trauma.

Las Vegas Women in Communication
1350 E. Flamingo Rd., Ste. 538, LV 89119
womenincommunications.org

457-1694

35

Alzheimer's Association, Southern NV Chapter
3441 W. Sahara Ave., Ste. A-8, LV 89102

248-2770

Judy Hetheri ngton 248·2770

200
2

1980
Las Vegas , NV

Provide education & support to affected families and profession·
als; encourage research into the cause & cure of Alzheimer's.

Judith A. Hetherington

36

National Federation of the Blind
PO Box 33086, LV 89133

396·55 15

Gloria Chaffee

396-5515

160
0

1940
Baltimore, MD

To improve the quality of life for the blind and visually im·
paired. To establish news line for the blind.

Gloria Chaffee

37

Muscular Distrophy Association
1280 Terminal Way, Ste. 36, Reno 89502

333-6789

DND

DND

145
3

1977
Tucson, AZ

Provide services to people with any one of 40 neuromuscular
diseases covered by MDA.

DND

38

Reach Out (Relieving Every AIDS Child's
Hurt ... Our Ultimate Task)
1522 Pinto Lane, LV 89106

382-7337

Milli Clark

382-7337

100
9

1990
Las Vegas, NV

To provide programs to support the child infected or affected
by HIV and their families.

Milli Clark

38

Community Action Against Rape
749 Veterans Memorial Dr., LV 89101
rcaar@aol.com

385·2153

Renata Cirri

385·2153

100
6

1974
Las Vegas, NV

CAAR, a.k.a. The Rape Crisis Center, is an independent,
non-profit sexual assault prevention and intervention service.

Renata Cirri

38

Susan G. Komen Breast Cancer Foundation,
Las Vegas Chapter
3233 W. Charleston Blvd., Ste. 207, LV 89102
http:// www.komen.com

822·2324

Ginny Ordesch

822-2324

100
1

1995
Dallas, TX

Volunteer board works together to support people affected by
breast cancer, through education & outreach with integrity &
compassion.

Joan Heffner

41

Nevada Council on Problem Gambling
3006 S. Maryland Pkwy. Ste. 405, LV 89109

369-9740

Carol O'Hare

369-9740•

35
2

1979
Las Vegas , NV

To generate awareness, education and treatment for problem
gambling throughout Nevada.

Carol O'Hare

42

Nevada Alliance for Defense, Energy & Business
PO Box 97775, LV 89193-7775
nadeb@hrc.nevada.edu

895·1442

Frank Tussing

895-1442

25
4

1992
Las Vegas, NV

The NADEB is a partnership working to protect national assets
by promoting existing & new programs as well as fostering the
exchange of information, expertise and technology.

Troy E. Wade, II

43

Economic Opportunity Board of Clark County
2228 Comstock Dr., LV 89030

647·2010

Alex Mendez

647-1472

15
460

1964
Las Vegas, NV

To provide serviceS', programs, and resources which reduce or
eliminate poverty for the disadvantaged and under-privileged.

James W. Tyree

N/A Opportunity Village
6300 W. Oakey Blvd., LV 89102

259-3741

Linda Smith

259·3741

DND
520

1954
Las Vegas, NV

Improving the quality of life for people with mental retardation.

Edward R. Guthrie

N/A

Catholic Charities of Southern Nevada
1501 N. Las Vegas Blvd., LV 89101

383·1163

Kathryn Haisan

383·1163

DND
225

1941
Las Vegas, NV

Carry on charitable work in the fields of religion, education and
social welfare by providing services to sustain human dignity.

Michael Husted

N/A Goodwill Industries of Southern Nevada, Inc.
6171 Mcleod Dr., Ste. E, LV 89120

597-1107

Marilyn Ming

597-1107

DND
67

1975
Las Vegas, NV

Provide training, employment & job placement services for
people with disabilities & other special needs.

Steve Chartrand

N/A

786-6023

DND

DND

DND
65

1965
Reno, NV

Achieve a lasting impact on individuals and families through the
development of partnerships and resources to achieve self-rnan·
agernent and permanent self-sufficiency in their communities.

Cloyd Phillips

DND

DND

DND
20

1972
Denver, CO

To improve the quality of life by enabling all people voluntarily
to exercise individual choice in their own fertility and
reproductive health.

Suzanne Gerstner-Nixon

Community Services Agency
1090 E. 8th St., Reno 89512
www. csareno.org

N/A Planned Parenthood of Southern Nevada
3220 W. Charleston Blvd., LV 89102
455 W. 5th St., Reno 89503

878-3622
688·5555

N/A Nevada Partners, Inc.
710 W. Lake Mead Blvd., NLV 89030

399-5627

Sonya Headen

399·5627

DND
17

1992
Las Vegas, NV

Nevada Partners offers a comprehensive job preparedness
Mujahid Ramadan
targeting the unemployed/ underemployed in Southern Nevada.

N/A Nevada Donor Network
4580 S. Eastern Ave., Ste. 33, LV 89119

796-9600

Ken E. Richardson 796-9600

DND
15

1984
Las Vegas, NV

To recover organs & tissues for those in need of transplantation;
provide comfort to families of those who give the gift of life.

Ken E. Richardson

N/A

Aid for AIDS of Nevada
2300 S. Rancho Dr., Ste. 211 , LV 89102

382-2326

Anne Mulford

382 -2326

DND
14

1984
Las Vegas, NV

To provide services to persons living with HIV disease. To
educate the community about the prevention of HIV.

Jeffrey G. Smith

N/A Miracle Flight for Kids
2756 N. Green Valley Pkwy. Ste. 115. Hdn• 89014
miracleflt@aol.com

261 -0494

M. Peters

261 ·0494

DND

1985
Henderson, NV

To provide no-cost commercial & private air transportation to
medical treabnent centers across America.

Ann McGee

N/A

878-9272

Marlene Zuvich

878-9272

DND
5

1980
Las Vegas, NV

Provide education & member services, governmental & legisla·
tive relations, research & information services, communications
services & promotion of the hospitality & tourism industry.

Van V. Heffner

731 ·1900

Marolyn Mann

731-1900

DND

1982
Las Vegas, NV

Serve mernbers with quality education and support services;
protect property rights through an effective advocacy program;
promote public respect for mobile home industry.

Marolyn Mann

Nevada Hotel & Motel Association
4820 Alpine Place, Ste. F-203 , LV 89107
heffner@worldnet.att.net

N/A Manufactured Home Community Owners
4055 S. Spencer, #107, LV 89119
m.mann46921@aol.com
DND = Did not disclose

2

·Hdn = Henderson

~ Note: The above inforlll<.tion was supplied by representatives of the listed companies in response to faxed survey forms. Companies not appearing did not respond. To the best of our knowJedge. the information is accurate as of press time.
HOOK ~LISTS
OF
E.itJ.:.I While every effort is made to ensure accuracy and thoroughness, erro~ and omissions do occur. Send corrections or additions on company letterhead to TopRank Nevada Statewide Book of Usts, Research Dept , 2127 Paradise Rd., LV, NV 89104.
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Securities Brokerages
Ranked by Total Nevada Brokers
TOTAL
~

:!

a::

SECURITIES BROKERAGE
ADDRESS
Dean Witter Reynolds, Inc.
3800 Howard Hughes Pkwy., Ste. 800, LV 89109

PHONE

NEVADA

BROKERS
737-7275

110

NV OFFICES
YEAR EST.
LOCALLY SERVICES
7
Stocks, Bonds, Mutual Funds, Professional Money Mgmt, COs, In1948
surance/Annuities, .Financial/Retirement/Estate Planning, IRAs

SENIOR NV ExecUTIVE (s)
HEADQUARTERS

Gary L. Abraham /Gary R. Elrod
New York, NY

2

American Express Financial Advisors
1160 Town Center Drive, LV 89134

360-0400

65

DND
1973

Financial Planning, Stocks, Bonds, Life Insurance, Amenities, Small
Business Services, Tax Services

Craig S. Landers
Minneapolis, MN

3

Tri-Star Management Inc.
3900 Paradise Road, Ste. 155, LV 89109

794-4444

51

1
1986

Customized Financial Planning, Estate Planning, Trust Planning,

401 (k) Plan Design, Tax Planning

Scott Karosa
Las Vegas, NV

4

Merrill Lynch
2300 W. Sahara Avenue, Ste. 1200, LV 89102

227-7000

42

4
1969

Financial Planning, Managed Money, Stocks, Bonds, Mutual Funds,
Liability Mgmt., Insurance & Annuities, Business Financial Services

Judy Duncan
Princeton, NJ

5

Smith Barney
3800 Howard Hughes Pkwy. , LV 89109

792-2000

31

2
1979

Stocks, Bonds, Mutual Funds, IRAs. Options, Commodities, Pension
Plans, Insurance

Joseph Polanski
New York, NY

6

EVEREN Securities, Inc.
3800 Howard Hughes Pkwy., Ste. 1500, LV 89109

732-4222

27

2
1994

Investment Management Consulting, Equities, Fixed Income, lnsurance Consulting, Tax Advantaged Investments

Mark A. Mushkin
Chicago, IL

7

Wedbush Morgan Securities, Inc.
2000 E. Flamingo Road, Ste. B, LV 89119

732-4571

10

1
1966

Equities, Bonds, Mutual Funds, UITs, Insurance, Annuities

Wayne Bieniasz
Los Angeles, CA

8

RAF Financial Corporation
3900 Paradise Road , Ste. 233 , LV 89109

734-8721

9

1
1997

Full Service Brokerage, Mutual Funds, Annuities, Financial Planning,
Proprietary Research , Syndications, Private Placements

David Berkowitz
Denver, CO

9

Dain Bosworth
3770 Howard Hughes Pkwy. , LV 89109

893-8700

8

Stocks, Bonds, Municipal Bonds, Mutual Funds, Advisory Services,
Annuities, Managed Accounts

William R. Rafti
Minneapolis, MN

10

Presidential Brokerage
3753 Howard Hughes Pkwy., Ste. 320, LV 89109

734-8143

6

1
1995

Stocks, Bonds, 401 (k), Mutual Funds

James R. Booth
Englewood , CO

10

Quick & Reilly, Inc.
3085 E. Flamingo Road, Ste. B, LV 89121

458-5404

6

3'
1992

Stocks, Bonds, Mutual Funds, Equity/Index Options

Collin Corcoran
New York, NY

12

American In vestment Services, Inc.
4 Sunset Way, Ste. A-2, Henderson 89014

456-5588

4

3
1988

Stocks, Mutual Funds, Bonds, COs, Aircraft Leasing, Retirement &
Post-Retirement Plans, IRAs, Money Mkts, Research 5,000+ Securities

Tricia Robinson
Peoria, IL

13

Stuart Coleman & Co., Inc.
2001 E. Flamingo Road, Ste. 100, LV 89119

893-9712

3

1
1991

Stock & Bond Brokerage, Schroder Wertheim Research, In-House
Research

Don Edgar
New York, NY

13

First Allied Securities, Inc.
PO Box 10148, Zephyr Cove 89448

588-61 16

3

1
1984

Stocks, Bonds, Financial Planning

Tim Buscher I Jerry Klosterboer
San Diego, CA

15 Jobel Financial, Inc.
711 E. Washington Street, Carson City 89701

882 -7455

2

1
1980

Stock & Bond Broker, Registered Investment Advisor, Mutual Funds

Belmont M. Reid
Carson City, NV

15

734-1818

2

1
1996

Discount Brokerage, Internet Trading, 'Equity & Option Trading, Government Bonds

Debra Bieniek
St. Louis, MO

Scottsdale Securities , Inc.
4045 Spencer Street, Ste. A53, LV 89119

2
1980

DND = Did not disclose

~
8DDK !i,'!1l]LJSTS
OF
~

Note: The above information was supplied by representatives of the listed companies in response to faxed suNey forms. Companies not appearing did not respond. To the best of our knowledge, the information is accurate as of press time.
While every effort is made to ensure accuracy and thoroughness, errors and omissions do occur. Send corrections or additions on company letterhead to TopRank Nevada Statewide Book of lists, Research Dept., 2127 Paradise Rd., LV, NV 89104.
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large Format Digital Imaging for:
• Billboards
• Display and Convention Signage

1/V\/\.GE K.ICH
SEE

THE

DIF

• Out-of-Home Advertising
• Backlit Signage

ERENCE ~

• Fleet Graphics
• Point-of-Purchase Displays
• Ta xi Tops and Bus Shelters
• Theatrical , Film and
Photography Backdrops

4545
702-257-28 10 • FAX 702-257-28 13 • 800-65 0-4797
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WEST DIABLO DRIVE ,

Sum A

LAS VEGAS , N£Vt\Dt\ 8911 8

From simple to extravagant. The first impression made
should be a lasting one. At Quali~ Impressions we
pride ourselves on our abili~ to print even ~e most
complicated pieces and to meet awide spectrum of de·
sign and deadline challenges. Our facili~ features ~e
latest technology, complete in-house production includ·
ing electronic prepress and scanning departments as
well as over 35 talented individuals who
have made a commitment to deliver service ~at is
second to none.

FIN E COMMERCIA L P R I NTING

6295 Harrison Dr. Suite 29 Park 2000 Complex
Las Vegas, NV 89120
•
702·798·9005

NEVADA BRIEFS

SIIS rate decrease approved

McCarran nominated for
Smithsonian Award
The Clark County Department of Aviation
is a nominee for the 1998 Computerworld
Smithsonian Award for information technology. The airport's integrated information system, which will be substantially
complete when the D Gates open in June,
will ultimately increase the efficiency of
McCarran International Airport. Airlines
will now use the airport's generic computers. This enables any airline to use any
gate as necessary, thus permitting more efficient scheduling of gates, and delaying or
eliminating massive construction projects.
McCarran will be the first airport in the nation to utilize the technology for domestic
and international flights. The winners of
the Smithsonian award will be announced
the first week in June at the National
Building Museum in Washington, D .C.

Leadership organization formed for
Douglas County Public Access TV
Douglas County Community Access Television (DCCATV) was recently formed to
oversee the operation of public access
cable television in Douglas County. The
non-profit organization was formed to enhance the channel's responsiveness to public needs and interest, and provide greater
flexibility in attracting programming.
DCCATV is operated by a board of directors representing business, education, public safety, county government and private
citizens. Public access is provided on TCI
cable channel 26 in the Carson Valley and
channel 19 in Lake Tahoe.

UMC receives federal funding
University Medical Center's Wellness
Center (HIV/AIDS Outpatient Clinic) will
receive a minimum of $1.66 million in
federal funding over the next three years
for HIV/AIDS medical care. The new grant
award represents a $100,000 annual increase over the previous grant award.
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The State Industrial Insurance System
(SITS) announced it has received approval
from the Nevada insurance commissioner
for a 22 percent average rate reduction for
workers compensation insurance, which
will result in approximately $115 million
in savings for Nevada employers. The rate
reduction, which will take effect April 1,
1998, is the largest in SIIS ' 84-year history,
and the second reduction approved in the
past 2 y; years. The new rates have reductions ranging from as high as 50 percent to
no change, averaging out to an overall 22
percent reduction. evada service businesses, such as restaurants and nursing
homes, can expect an average rate decrease of 29 percent. Other industry classes with greater than average rate decreases
include clerical , agriculture and manufacturing. No business insured by SUS
will experience an increase in its workers
compensation rate.

Bank of America reports record
growth in corporate loans
Bank of America recently announced
it funded a record dollar amount of corporate loans in 1997, which totaled
more than $367 million , a 19 percent increase over the previous year when the
bank funded $298 million. Corporate loans
are commercial credits that range from
$1 million and up.

Nevada's unemployment rate
holds steady at 20-year low
Nevada's seasonally-adjusted unemployment rate held relatively steady at 3.9 percent from November to December, perpetuating the lowest unemployment trend in
20 years. Carol Jackson, director of the
Department of Employment, Training and
Rehabilitation, said, "Nevada's healthy
jobless picture and continued 4.8 percent
job growth rate are indicators that
Nevada's economy remains quite robust."
Jackson went on to say California reported
the creation of 365,000 new jobs during
1997, and job growth there has dramatically reduced the pool of job seekers heading
to the Silver State in search of work.

Interstate banking available
at Norwest
orwest Bank Nevada recently introduced
interstate banking which will allow retail
banking customers to complete transactions at Norwest Bank locations across the
country. The bank has more than 810 locations in 16 states including 50 in Nevada.

Amtrack commits to
Las Vegas/Los Angeles route
Amtrak recently announced it will invest
$9 million in railroad track improvements
and facility construction to prepare for the
initiation of new daily Las Vegas-Los
Angeles train service which could occur as
early as December of this year. Senator
Harry Reid (D-Nev.) was instrumental in
helping Amtrak receive adequate capital
funding at the federal level. "The congestion on 1-15 is Southern Nevada's number
one transportation concern. By developing
new rail service between Los Angeles and
Las Vegas, we can begin to relieve some of
the traffic building up on this important
artery," said Senator Reid, who is a member of the Senate Public Works Committee
and the Transportation Appropriations
Subcommittee.

Nevada tops in population growth
rate for 12th straight year
According to figures released by the
United States Census Bureau, Nevada and
Arizona led the nation in population
growth last year. Last year's increase
placed Nevada as the nation's leader in
population growth for the 12th consecutive year. Nevada's population rose by
4.8 percent in 1997, more than five times
the national average.

New record posted for
Reno/Tahoe International Airport
Total passengers at the Reno/Tahoe
International Airport increased more than
8 percent in January. The 524,964 passengers that used the airport represents the
greatest number of passengers ever recorded for that month. The airport also reported substantial growth in air cargo for the
first month of this year.

Pioneer Citizens Bank opens new branch
Pioneer Citizens recently opened its sixth Las Vegas branch on West Sahara. The new building is almost 5,000 square feet and includes
eight teller windows, two drive-up lanes and a drive-up ATM.

Sportif approved for FTZ usage
Sportif Outdoor Apparel recent received
U.S. government approval to utilize the
Foreign Trade Zone (FTZ) in Northern
Nevada. The federally-designated haven
allows Sportif to import and store apparel
in its Sparks warehouse duty-free. The
FTZ acts as a sanctuary for products until
they are needed, allowing users to defer
payment on duty. Sportif specializes in
high performance outdoor clothing.

First Security Bank unveils
cost-of-living report
First Security Bank recently introduced a
monthly report that measures the cost of
living in the Las Vegas area. Price data for
the First Security Las Vegas Area Cost of
Living Report are produced by an independent research firm. The report is offered as a free service to the communities
served by First Security Bank.

Earnings and assets up for
Nevada companies
Del Webb Corp. reported its second
quarter net earnings increased to $11.3
million , or 62 cents per diluted share, for
the period ended December 31 , 1997,
compared to $10.8 million, or 60 cents per
diluted share, for the same period one year
ago. Revenues for the second quarter were
$278.9 million, compared to $293.7 mil-

lion in the second quarter a year earlier.
Pioneer Bancorporation, parent company of Pioneer Citizens Bank of evada,
announced record annual eamings for the
eighth consecutive year with a 43 percent
increase in after-tax profits and asset
growth of 35 percent.
BankWest of evada completed 1997
with reported net earn.ings of $3.04 million or $5.15 per share. Th.is represents an
increase of 61 percent of 1996 net earnings of $1.89 million , or $2.35 per share.
Nevada State Bank experienced a 70
percent increase in assets for 1997 compared to the previous year. Assets last year
totaled over $962 million compared to
more than $565 million in 1996.
Comstock Bancorp reported a 34 percent increase in assets, a 41 percent increase in loans and a 31 percent increase
in deposits in the 12 months ended
December 31, 1997. Net income for 1997
was $1.8 million, or 42 cents per share,
versus $2.1 million, or 49 cents per share
for the previous year.

MGC offers long-distance service
MGC Commun.ications Inc., a local tele-

phone company based in Las Vegas, recently added long distance to its list of
services. "We're targeting business and
residential consumers who are looking to
integrate local and long distance service
on one simple bill and save money," said

Nield Montgomery, president and CEO of
MGC. Businesses will pay nine cents per
domestic minute with no restrictions or
min.imums while residential rates are set
at 10 cents per minute.

New Las Vegas-based bank opens
for business
evada First Bank, specializing in business banking, recently opened in Las
Vegas. The new bank, located on West
Sahara, will offer a courier service to business banking customers and a variety of
financial services and amen.ities.

Wells Fargo opens high-tech
"cyber" branch
Wells Fargo recently opened a branch at
the Un.iversity of evada, Las Vegas that
introduces a new concept- "cyber" banking. The branch, designed for high-tech
banking, is equipped with four computer
work stations that can be accessed free of
charge by bank customers. The stations
are loaded with Microsoft Office and offer
full access to the lntemet.

Strategic Communications
opens in Southern Nevada
Strategic Communications, a public relations, public affairs and marketing agency
recently opened an office in the Las Vegas
area . The company also has offices in Salt
•
Lake City and Washington, D.C.
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Healthcare can raise some difficult questions ...
The re ~

One Simple Answer:

"t. 'HealthSystem·

TheValley

Whether it's a routine check-up, a case of the flu ,
or a situation requiring a hospital visit , you can
depend on The Valley Health System to provide
superior care . That's because The Valley Health
System is an integrated system, committed to
providing our community with convenient access
to quality healthcare, while at the same time
controlling costs through increased efficiencies.

Our philosophy has made us the provider of choice
for more employers, delivering quality care to over
780 ,000 Las Vegans - we are the leader with nine
specialized centers of medical excellence, representing
3 ,500 of the finest physicians and medical
professionals. So, when you're looking for answers
to all your healthcare questions, all you need is

The Valley Health System.

DESERT SPRINGS
HOSPITAL
~

The Lakes
WE DIC AL ~ -~

Pueblo
Medic a l C enter
$

1,1 fill

fill

(

~rl:~GOLDRING
DIAGNOSTIC AND SURGICAL CENTER

"i. 'FASTER CARE

R L I H

Affiliated with OaSts Health System
Accreduauon by the Jomt Commtss1on on

.~ccreduauon

of Healthcarc Orgamzauon.s of \"alley Hospual does not and ts not mtendcd to represent accredttatton of The \'alley Health System or related emmes.

PEOPLE ON THE MOVE

harles Ruthe of
Las Vegas has been
named to the board of directors of Pioneer Citizens Bank and Pioneer
Bancorporation. Ruthe,
CHARLES RuTHE
owner of Charles Ruthe
& Associates, retired as president of Boyd
Gaming last year and continues to serve as
a consultant to the gaming company.

C

SUSAN HERSCHER

LEO MOSCHIONI

Nevada First Bank recently appoi nted Stuart
Olson as vice president/credit administrator, Susan Herscher as
loan servicing manager
and Leo Moschioni as
operations officer. Both
Herscher and Moschioni
were formerly employed
at Conununity Bank of
Nevada where Herscher
served as a credit adminisu·ation officer . and
Moschioni was a credit
analyst. Olson was formerly the credit administrator for Sun State Bank
and was a bank examiner
for the Federal Deposit
Insurance Corporation
for eight years.

Pamela Newell has
joined American Commonwealth Mortgage
Company as vice president. She was previously
a ,; e pre idem in busine
development at
PAMELA NEWELL
American Bank of Commerce which merged with Fir t Security
Bank late last year.

John Bullis of Bullis, Crossley &
Heimark, CPAs of Carson City has been
awarded the Personal Financial Specialist
(PFS) designation by the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants
(AICAP). The PFS designation recognizes
CPAs with considerable professional experience in financial planning. In addition,
the AICAP awarded Michael Crossley,
also of Bullis, Crossley & Heimark, the
Accredited in Business Valuation (ABV)
designation. The ABV designation recognizes CPAs with extensive professional experience in business valuation.
Marriott anno un ced
the appoi ntment of Jim
Barnard to the position
of general manager of
the Las Vegas Marriott
Suites and market general manager for all of the
jiM BARNARD
Marriott properties in
Las Vegas . Barnru;d is a certified hotel
administrator and has been a general
manager with the company for the last
seven years. He was formerly dual
general manager at the Residence Inn &
Courtyard in Las Vegas.
Rhonda Travis, former senior media
planner for R&R Advertising, recently
started her own media consulting agency.
Rhonda Travis Media Consulting will
provide planning and placement services.
Travis's background includes 15 years of
media planning and buying experience.
Prior to joining R&R, Travis was a media
planner and buyer at DRGM and Miller &
Associates, both in Nevada, and Karsh &
Hagan Advertising in Denver.
Dermod y Properties
recently named Lori
Martin as its marketing
mana~er. Martin brinzs a
decade of marketing and
management su·ategy experience to her new posiLoRI MARTIN
tion. Most recently, she
was the director of marketing for the

evada Commission on Economic Development. Martin was also marketing and
client services manager for the Economic
Development Authority of Western
evada, and legislative congressional
assistant in Washington, D.C.
H.D. Becker, M.D., associate medical
director of the department of internal
medicine/oncology and endoscopy at
Heidelberg University in Germany, was
appointed clinical professor of medicine
at the inaugural oncology grand rounds at
the University of Nevada School of
Medicine in Las Vegas. Becker is a world
expert in the treatment of lung cancer.
Joe Fouquette recently joined Clark &
Sullivan Constructors, Las Vegas, as
superintendent. Fouquette brings more
than 28 years of commercial and heavy industrial experience to the firm. He has
worked on a wide range of proj ects including health care fac ilities, municipalities, airports, detention centers, hotels/
casinos, schools, highways, bridges and
theme parks in California and Nevada.
Michael Rainey has
been named to the position of dean for Truckee
Meadows Community
College's new Outreach
College after serving as
the executive director of
M ICHAEL RAINEY
the Institute for Business
and Industry for several years . The
Outreach College will di rect the collegewide effort to identify new and current
markets for college expansion . Rainey
was fomerly a human resources manager
with Xebec Corporation.
American Nevada Corporation has promoted
Phillip Ralston

PHILLIP RALSTON

tCl

v i ~P.

president of finance.
Ralston, a CPA, bas
more than 13 years of
public accou nting and
business experience and
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is responsible for developing and managing lender relationships and activities for
the firm. Prior to joining American
Nevada in 1995 , Ralston was special projects coordinator for Greenspun, Inc.
Grant Thornton LLP
has named Keith Pierce
senior tax
manager
fo r the finn 's orthern
Nevada office. In his new
position, Pi erce is responsible for tax compliKEITH PIERCE
ance and planning for
individuals and businesses. Pierce has
more than 11 years of experience in public accounting and is licensed to practice
in Nevada and California.
AutoNation USA recently retained Mike
Maroone as general manager for the
AutoNation USA megastore in Henderson. The store, located on 23 acres, is one
of 26 AutoNation USA stores to open
across the nation last year. Maroone was
most recently service manager of the company's megastore in Phoenix .
George Biehl, chief
fi nancial officer and
corporate secretary for
Southwest Gas Corporation, has been elected
to the company 's board
of directors. Biehl joined
GEORGE BIEHL
the company in 1990 as
senior vice president and chief financial
officer. He was formerly the chief financial officer of PriMerit Bank and served in
a number of capacities wi th Deloitte
Haskins & Sells.
Norwest Bank announced several additions to its management staff. Vaughna
Bendickson and Mary Ann Tarver of
orthern Nevada, and Doris Charles and
Hazel Lew'Is or Soul'nern Nevaua 'nave a't~
been named vice president and community banking managers. All four have
extensive banking backgrounds, with
experience ranging from 16 to 35 years.
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orwest also appoin ted Joni Rose to vice
president, regional consumer banki ng
manager and Jodi Beller as managing officer, Southern Nevada community banking. Both Rose and Beller have been with
the bank for approximately 20 years .
Robert Moore
has
joined Realty Holding
Group as president of
its sales and leasing division . Moore bas accumulated 20 years ' experience in the real estate
ROBERT MOORE
industry, including management consulting services for real estate
portfolios of multi-family units and the
procurement of new property.
Malyn Malquist has been named president, CEO and a director of Sierra Pacific
Resources and Sierra Pacific Power
Company. Malquist, a 20-year veteran of
the electric u ~ility industry, joined Sierra
Pacific in 1994 as senior vice president
and chief financial officer. Prior to joining
Sierra, he was vice president of finance
and treasurer at San Diego Gas & Electric .
CB Commercial agent
Dan Doherty has been
promoted to senior vice
president for the company's industrial division.
In the past five years,
Doherty has ranked in
DAN DoHERTY
the top five sales agents
for the company's Las Vegas office four
out of five times . Doherty joined the company in 1989 after an internship with
Dean Witter Reynolds.

r:; ..

~~

Joe Fuscaldo, a 14-year
veteran of Boyd Gaming
Corporation, bas been
named senior vice presi-

Gambling Hall. Fuscaldo will oversee
the operations of the Jokers Wild and
Eldorado casinos in Henderson as well as
Sam's Town-Las Vegas. He began his
gaming career in Las Vegas as an internal
auditor-credi t manager at the former
MGM Grand Hotel and went on to serve
as credit executive for Caesars Palace.
BankWest of Nevada announced a promotion and four additions to its management
team. Laura Bergren,
formerly a customer service representative at
Nevada State Bank, has
been promoted to banklAURA BERGREN
card services supervisor
where she is responsible
fo r merchant services
and the credit card departmental remote service facility department.
Diane
Fearon
and
DIANE FEARON
Sanford Sadler have
both joined the bank as
senior vice presidents.
Fearon is involved in
business development
and Sadler is the bank's
new credit adm inistrator.
BankWest also anSANFORD SADLER
nounced the addition of
Dino Amonica as loan
officer at the West Sahara
branch and Sharleen
Teruya as the relationship officer at the
Henderson/Green Valley
SHARLEEN TERUYA
regional banking center.
Colleen Courtney, director of the Foundation at University Medical Center, has
been named Humanitarian of the Year by
the Independent Order of Foresters for her
work with the Children 's Miracle

...

ations for Boyd Boulder
Strip properties and will
JoE FuscALoo
also serve as general
manager of Sam's Town Hotel and

dedicated to raising funds for children·
hospitals. Courtney has been the director
of the Foundation for 13 years.

BUSINESS INDICATORS
DATE

ANALYSIS

UNEMPLOYMENT
Nevada

he latest set of economic indicators
shows continued expansion in Nevada.
The Nevada and U.S. economies remain
buoyant, despite suffering some adverse
effects from the economic slowdown of
certain major trading partners. Indeed,
both the state and nation have experienced only one recession since the early
198os, creating the potential for the current expansion to set some records.
Sustained economic expansion has
brought employment to high levels, with
the unemployment rate at 3.8 percent in
Nevada and 4-7 percent nationwide. With
uncertainty as to the impact of the Asian
currency problems on the U.S. economy,
one might believe overall economic expansion will slow. While, the consensus calls

T

for slower growth in 1998 than in 1997, the
1998 outlook remains favorab le for sustained levels of high employment without
serious inflation effects.
The current expansion in Nevada is maturing. For example, Nevada's taxable
sales increased by only 0.95 percent for
December 1997. Of course, although one
month's activity is insufficient for establishing a trend, it will become increasingly
difficult to sustain previous taxable sales
growth. Activity in Las Vegas, which has
kept Nevada atop the list of states in economic growth, grew at 0.86 percent as
measured by taxable sales . Activity in
Reno grew at 3.25 percent. Nevada taxable sales includes retail and construction
activity, and therefore is not directly com parable to retail sales posted for the
natio n. Nevertheless, U.S. retail sales for
the all-important bellwether month of
December were up 3.83 percent.
Gaming activity, a vital tourism-revenue
source, posted gains for January 1998 over
lanuary 1997. On the other hand, fourth'si or volu me as measured by air::cssenger traffic at Reno / Tahoe
' -59 ercent) and McCarran (down
e·ce-- pointed to a decline, yielding
re on the health of the Silver
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LATEST
PERIOD

PREVIOUS
PERIOD
.

YEAR
AGO

YEARLY
%CHG
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12/97

3-8

3-8

5-2

-26.92

Las Vegas MSA

12/ 97

3-7

3-8

5-3

-30.19

Reno MSA

12/97
01/98

3-3

3-2

4-8

- 31.25

4-7

4-7

5·3

-11.32

12/ 97

2,443,187

1,978,648

2,420,228

12/97

1,676,144

1,365.501

1,661,849

0-95
0.86

12/97

436.930
214,582

339.850
213,834

423,192
206,672

3-25
3-83

U.S. (SEASONALLY ADJUSTED)
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RETAILACTIVITY
Nevada Taxable Sales ($ ooo)
Clark County
Washoe County
U.S. Retail Sales ($ MILLION)

12/97

••,

·. ~s·-~

GROSS GAMING REVENUE
Nevada ($ ooo)

6.98

Clark County

01/98

571,298,026 549.848,806 538.701,250

Washoe County

01/98

69.723,550

72,066,253

6.05

60,727,544
.,: -'~~i'-1(?~

CONSTRUCTION ACTIVITY
Las Vegas Area Pe rmits
New Residences

4Q97

4.298

5.514

4,041

6.36

New Commercial

4Q97

296

297

322

-8.07

4Q97

752

919

644

16.77

Housing Starts (ooo)

01/ 98

1.394

10.04

01/ 98

1,534
619.1

1,538

Total Construction ($ BILLION)

614.6

577-1

7-28

Reno Area Permits
New Residences
New Commercial*
U.S.

. , •.;.-£/''

HOUSING SALES
Las Vegas Area
Average Sales Price (tl

4Q97

141,263

136,015

141,625

Average Cost $/Sq. Ft.

4Q97

76.19

75-69

2.88

Average Mortgage Rate <2l

4Q97

77-87
7.60

-0.26

7-74

7-80

-2 .56

01 / 98

877

795

811

8.14

Washoe County*
U.S. Home Sales (ooo)

.. -~5:,-~

TRANSPORTATION
Total Passengers (3J
McCarran Int. Airport, LV

4Q97

7.410,769

7.575,028

7, 523,207

-1.49

Reno / Tahoe Int. Airport

4Q97

1,568,277

1,874.595

1,678.928

-6.59

12/ 97

71,155.731

67,076.318

66,463,872

7.06

1,781,750
1,192,200

1,688,600

Clark County

7197
7197

1,115,940

5-52
6.83

Washoe County

7197

311,340

306,810

1.48

Consumer Price Index <4l

01/ 98

161.6

161.3

Money Supply-M1 ($BILLION)

01/98

1,073-3
8.50

1,076.0

159-1
1,080.8

1-57
- 0.69

8.50

8.50

0.00

5-11
8,231.8

5-09

4-87

4-93

8,124-3

7.792-9

4-25

State Taxab le Gasoline Sales ($ ooo)

.-:~ "' ..

POPULATION ESTIMATES
Nevada

. .-~ ct~g

NATIONAL ECONOMY

Prime Rate

02 / 98

Three-Month U.S. T-Bill

02/98

Gross Domestic Product ($BILLION)

4Q97

NOTES: (1) houses, condos, townhouses; (2) 30 yr. FHA fixed; (3) enplaned/deplaned passengers; (4) all urban consumers
SOURCES: Nevada Dept of Taxation; Nevada Employment Security Deptartment; UNLV, Center for Business and
Economic Research; UNR, Bureau of Business and Economic Research; US Dept of Commerce; US Federal Reserve.
COMPILED BY: UNLV, Center for Business and Economic Research
•Figures not available.
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Of Microsoft and
Japanese
Toilets
by Joe Mullich

y conception of judges
was warped during the
O.J. Simpson trial by
Judge Lance Ito, who gave
new meaning to the phrase
"spineless, wishy-washy j ell yfish." Ito was a judge who
couldn ' t make judgments. He
formed focus groups and conducted polls before deciding if
the jury should have chicken
or pasta for lunch.
My opinion of the judicial
profession has been reformed,
thou gh, by Thomas Penfield
Jackson. He's the judge
now hearing the Justice Depai1ment's case against
the Evil Empire (which is
computer industry shorthand for Microsoft).
The case revolves around
Microsoft Internet Explorer
(IE). That 's the web browser
that allows people to go onto
the World Wide Web, the
graphical portion of the
Internet that contains all
the best smut, er, that is
reference material.
The Justice Depai1ment
contends Microsoft shouldn ' t
be allowed to ship IE as part
of the popular Windows operating systems since that gives
Microsoft an unfair edge. The
thinking is, people will use IE
by default because it 's there,
similar to how they watch
whatever lame sitcom comes
on after Friends. Microsoft
contends IE is so closely tied
to Windows it can't be removed without wrecking it.
Enter the great Judge

M
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Jackson. He had a
computer brought
into his office and,
following the instructions on the
Windows program,
removed IE in 180
seconds. He came
back into com1 and
announced
Windows
seemed to work fine without
IE. If Judge Ito had acted like
that, the Simpson case would
have been over in four days.
Microsoft went on and on
about how the judge didn ' t reall y remove the program. Microsoft said the technolog"y
was much too complicated
for the judge to know what
he was doing, although
maybe they were just baffled
by a display of common
sense in a court of law. Of
course, Microsoft has also
said, in essence, the Justi ce
Department has no right to
put it on u·ial. "With the
confidence that accompanie
an incomplete knowledge
of the facts, the [Justice Department] asserts it understands better than Microsoft
how Windows 95 works," Microsoft said in its brief.
Isn 't this a little like
Timothy McVeigh saying:
"I never thou ght I did anything wrong, so I should be
acquitted. We are talking
about my mind here, and is
the Justice Depa~·tment really
asserting they understand my
mind better th an I?"

Most industry experts say
Microsoft could easily remove
IE from Windows. Instead Microsoft is acting like a spoiled
little brat. At one point, Microsoft announced consumer
could have a choice of the current Windows with IE or a
two-year-old version of Windows. In com.puting terms,
using a two-year-old product
is like li stenin g to Pat Boone
records.
I'm against Microsoft because they're making technology more complicated
than it has to be. When selling
its products, Microsoft touts
their ease of use. If you have
Windows 95 , you're assured
the system can automaticall y
remove Internet Explorer.
That's what the judge did,
using the built-in add/remove
program. But now Microsoft
contends the judge only removed 3 percent of the
program. I try not to listen
to lawyers yammer on too
much, better to reduce my aspirin intake. So I rely on
the Jab techs at PC Week the leading national computing magazine. They agreed

with Judge Jackson.
This whole silly case has
made me think of Japanese
toilets. (How 's that for a transition?) Japan is a mecca of
high-tech toilets. The toilets
have a control panel that
looks like the cockpit of a
plane. The toilets have noisemaker buttons that make
flushing sounds. The toilets
also have a timer, a bottomwashing function and a
bottom-drying function.
According to a newspaper
article, some people find
themselves trapped on the
toilets, not knowing how to
flush or turn off the bottomwashing function.
That in a nutshell is Microsoft and IE. There's
no reason that technology
needs to be made so compLicated that it interferes with our
life rather than enhances it.
That's why both the Micro oft
and the Japanese toilet situations are a load of something.
So go tell it to the judge, Microsoft. This one will tell you
where to flush it.
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We believe in the goals and
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the mission of the Key stone
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Cotporation. With Keystone,

~

we take political positions
on candidates and issues.

Joe \'\'. Bro"·n
Jones \'ru·gas

Bruce Jru11 cs
:\eYada Ne" · Tech

SallY E"i n F tu-man
The. Furm a n Croup

We are a political action organization that believes in
standing up for our beliefs.
and are not afraid to roll
up our sleeves and put our
mone_y into those causes. We

:vlruY KaYe Casi1J11ru1
Casbm a ,; Eq ui pm ent

Lorra in e 1-lwll
Clark Counry Commi s-

Tom Wiesner
Big Dog·s 1-lospi[alit·y Group

are extending an invitation

s1on er

to you to ask us about
membership and how you
can become a p art of this
dy namic group.

Bruce \Voodbw-c
Clru·k Cotm[,. ·
Comm.ission er

TenT M(UlJ ey
Cba;npion 14 omes

Sue Lowden
Sruua Fe Hotel Ca -ino

We Do.

It is the mi sion of Keyston e to fmther a politi cally conservative viewpoint through the support of candidates and issues in
:\evada refl ecting traditional free enterprise-based agendas and causes. Keystone accomplishes this by aggressively pmsu.ing
a membership of politically committed, co nservative-minded businesses and professionals who support this mission.

To learn more
NAME

about Keystone,
call 702-360-0620,

COMPANY

or fill out this form
and fax back to

ADDRESS/CITY / STATE/ ZIP

702-360-0618
AREA COD E/ PHON E

FAX

E-MAIL

If you travel a lot, you probably pay a hefty premium to use your cellular phone. Thanks
to

an industry -wide practice called the roaming charge , a per-minute fee that gets
added to the long distance charge every time you make a call from outside your home

market . On top of that, some networks actually bill an administrative fee just for the "right to

roam." To further add insult to !11Jury, roaming minutes rarely count toward your overall plan,
meaning you could be paying for airtime you don't use locally and can't use while roaming. At
extel, we never charge you fo r roaming . Instead, our all -digita l

NEXl":EL

national network and re liable Motoro la-s phones let you take your low home market rates with
you to any city covered by our network. Saving you a bundle. Why not find out more? Once you
learn about

ex tel, you won't want to leave your home market without it.

GET SMART.

GET NEXTEL.

Calling All Businesses •

CALL 1..800.NEXTEL9.

Free Phone Trials • While Supplies Last

~1997 :'\cxtel Communications. All rights resened. Ncxtel, the Nextcllogo. and Get Sman. Get Nextel. are trademarks
and'or scrYicemarks of Ncxtcl Communications. Inc. 3 \ ·1otorola is a registered trademark of Motorola. Inc. www.ncxtel.com

